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LETTER OF TRANSMITE11..

DEPA RTM E NT 01' TUE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDEOATION,

. .
. Washington, Jon ear y 12, 1914.

SIR: The plays an important part in the life of a people and
should the lave an important place in the system of education
in any State r nation has been mid. rstood by the foremost educators
for three thousand years'''. Among a 'practical, industrial, and corn- .,

inertial people, like ourselves, good music is necessary not only fur
enjoyment and recreation, but also for inspiration and for salvati n
from (heath in thee din and dust, of trade; and this music should e
democratic in the truest and best sense. This it can never be unti it
becomes an integral part of the educatio., given in the schoo!s of all
grades, as it. is in the schools of some other countries. It is through
an increasingly clear understanding of this fact that music, not rec-
ognized in the course of study of our earliest public schools, has,
within the last.. twenty-five or thirty yea&., been introduced to some
extent into the sehdols of most progres.-ive cities and of many towns,
villages, and country communities, though by many it is still consid-
ered unessential and a fad. Sooner or later' weushail not ilnl recog-
nize the culture value of music, we shall also begin to understand
that, after the beginnings of readinj, writing, arithmetic, and geom-
etry, music has greater practical value-than any other subject taught
in the schools. .

Finding that no comprehensive report of the extent to which music
,

is taught in the schools of the several States and of the methods used
in teaching had ever been made, I requested Mr. Will Earhart, for
merly supervisor of music in the schools of Richmond, Ind., now di-
rector of music in the schools of Pittsburgh, Pa., to make a thorough
investigation of the subject for this bureau. The manuscript herewith
transmitted embodies the results of this study, giving, with little

*comment, a comprehensive account -of the present status of music
/ teaching in the public schools of the United States. I recommend

that it ho published as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education. It is
expected that this will be followed by studies of music in the schools
of other countries and by a constructive study of the means for making
music teaching more effeetive in the,sehools of the United Statek .

Respectfully submitted.
. 4 P. P. Cr.Ax;rox,

v.. Om mi.v. sinner.
To the SECRETARY OF 'Ill E I NTERIOR. ' .\
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'11USIC IN THE SCIT001,S.

MUSIC IN ALL GRADES BELOW THE }Mi SCHOOL,

In conducting this investigation the following questionmin c was

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GRADES BELOW HIGH SCHOOLS.

I. Is music required?
2. Jlop many minutes per week are given to it in each rade^ ..... : .. .

3. Is the cour'e graded?
t. Give titles awl authors of textbooks used in each ;.,rade

Do you gib particular attention to voice building?..
Row is this done,

Features of practice, by grades :
Rote singing! Grades... ...... . .....
Staff notation and sight singing (irach.4
Individual singing: Grades
Vocal drill Grades

.....Ear training: Grades
Dictation: Grades
Written work: Grades .,
Sight reading, using syllables: tinide,
Singing words at sight: Grades
Two-part singing: Grades... . . ..... .

Three-part singing: Grades
7. Are the pupils "marked in music'

If so, are the marks considered in their clam standing' .

8. What are the steps in your method of tea tig children in primary grades to sing
by note'

9. What percentage of the pupils in the grammar grades can sing an ordinary hymn
tune at sight?' ..

10, For Oat parts is the male used in the eighth grade written?
II. now do you nuffiage boys' voices during the time of change of voice?
12. What is the total numbeg of rooms included in your answers?
13. In how many of these is thero a piano? organ
14. (n) Does a special teacher of music give all the lessons?...... or (b) do the grade

teachers give all of the lessons, without special departmental supervision?
or (c) do the grade teachers carry on the work under the direction of a.super=
visor of music?

15. Bow often does the supervisor visit each room? yy
16. Are prospective grade teachers required to pass an examination in music?

If so, who prepares the questions?
17. In what branches is the specifl teacher or supervianrof mtuderequired to pals'

an examination?
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Berme presenting tables and analyses of the eplies received, some
explanatory comment should be made.

It became evident early in the tabulation that there was great
diversity of theory and practice in public-sclaool music teaching, and
that this diversity made some of the questiods propounded hold little
significance in some quarters, while they were quite appropriate and
were, theiefore, categorically angiatred in othe.s.

Let us take for instance the question of "Features of practice, by
grades" (No. 6). A study of the tabie with relation to the total
number of answers given to the first- question, "Is music required,"
reveals that rote singing is known and its practice quite well ttys-
ternatized in 606 out of the total number of schools (622) filet report
music as a required branch, the 16 remaining schools being accounted
for as dismissed because of inept answers.

The study of staff notation and sight singing is likewise seen to
be a standard feature of practice intelligently reported as to the
grackes in which it is introduced, and so well recognised as essential
that many schools reporting music as not required still give testi-
mony that such study is carefully organized by grades in their own
work. On the other hand, the,inquiries as to vocal drill and &hi-
tion brought forth a smaller series of answers.. This is partly ae-
countetd for by the fact that the largest 'number of answers tabulated
fore any one grade is not representative of the number of schools
that have such a feature in some grade or other. Thus 462 schools.
report dictation in fifth grade and 454 report it in fourth grade,
but the practice is not at all standardized, and many of the 454 are
quite likely to be schools that are not included in the 462, being,
rather, schools that for some reason abandon dictation with the
fourth year. The entire comparative shortcoming is not accounted
for in this way, because a study of the papers themselves reveals
that many who report on other items omit all answer to these fea-
tures and that, a few frankly write interrogation marks in the place
for the answers.

The conclusion should, therefore, be borne in mind that altliough
681 papers were examined, and all were read for every qiLestion, for
hardly a single question does the maximum 'number answers
tabulated equal the number of papers read; nor is it the same as the
number of answers for any other question; that this disparity is at
times apparent rather than real, and arises from a different basis
in answering; and that, when real, it aril* from failure_ o &Aker,
indefiniteness of answer, or waiving of the answer because of the,
inapplicability of the question, as when questions concerning eighth-
grade music are presented to schools that have no music above the
sixth grade.. The variety of these singidar conditions seems to,be

-
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endless, in matters of small detail, and the g:eatest difficulty in
tabulation arose from this cause, Indeed,. for some phases of our
inquiry, it seemed that a table which would accurately classify all
varieties of practice would require as many groupings as there were .
schools reporting, each school being in a class by itself. For these
phases a broad basis of tabulation that would recognize fundamental
differences only was adopted. Failure to answer, or indefiniteness
in answering, was, in the end, accepted as final, because almost even
paper received had some such failure, and to correct this would have
meant the return of the paper and erlless delay; and, on the other
hand, no one question failed of definite answer on a largo percentage
of the papers, and the showing of this large number could, it was
believed, be taken as representative. This belieS_grew to stalwart
proportions as each fresh hundred of papers examined failed to
change appreciably the averages and percentages revealed by the
first hundred; till now it is reasonably certain that a comprehensive
rtpoit for the United States would not change seriously the balance

-of values that are found in these present tables. Any possible excep-
tion to this assumed reliability, however slight or partial it may be,
will be noted in the comment that will be made upon the separate
tables. With so much of preliminary explanation, these tables may
now be interpreted.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(1) Is music required? and (3) Is the course gr. adz!?
In all, 681 towns and cities (school systems) returned tabulable

answers. These' towns and cities have here been classified as to
popullition (census of 1910) as follow$: Class A, population 4,000 to
10,000; class B, 10,000 to 25,000; class C, 25,000 to 50,000; class D,
50,000 or more.

The number of selfools7 of each class answering affirmatively or
negatively to both questions is shown in the following table:

Ti ri I .=Nuntber of srhool systems reporting on questions. 1 anri.1, by population.

Classes. Music
requires:1.

Not
required.

Course
graded,

Not
graded.

Close A a.
Class 11
Class ('
Class D

Total

Schools.
2115

185
02
70

-Schools.
41
10
3
2

Schools.
I NO
13

70

Schools.
4

s 622 59 617 4

I "School" throughout Ia used to designate an entire town or city system or schools.
2 in atidition to the 280 schools reporting under class A, that this course Is graded, 1 school reports thecourse as "poorly graded."
Percentage requiring music, 91.
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(2) How many minutes per week are given to it in each grade?
TABLE 2.Number of edgoole reporting on minutei per owl, by grade..

[No elaaailleation se to population 14 made in ads table.]e

Minutes per week.

Grade..

,Beyond. Third. ;Fourth.
1

. .

0 , 1

0 0 0 0

Sixth.

0

Seventh. 114441h.

1
15 14 15 7 6 '

'

4 4 4
23 ... 131 ll' 30 20 4444 15 12 II
25 5 1 4 : 4 5. 5 7 11 11
50 12 10 7 0 12 13 13 1.1
35 1 1 I 1 0 0 1
40 15 17 14 17 13 11 10 10
45 10 10 - 7 6 4 4 5
50 211 21 21 20 16 14 15 1.
55
eo

2 2
133 132

1

126
0

139
o;

12,4 140
0

110
0

12.1
66 0 1 1 1 2 1

75

85

4
171
24
0

4
170
21
01

4
156

20
1

6
145
26 '

1

II

Ir.
23!

10
114
21

1
2

9
107
26
2

104

32 34 I. 35 34 50 55 5,0 517

96 3 3 2 2 2 1 1
100 1211 120 i 131 133 161 156 133 131
110 4 4 i 6 4 4j 1 4 3146 ............. ... 2 2 J 2 2 2 2 2 2
120 ... 9 K 7 II 12 1 13 15 20135.......... . . 6 0 ; p II 12 10 14 16130 ........ . I 1 ' 1 1 1 1 0 . 0
140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
150 4

ts,
10, s 10 11 13 I 14 22 22

Total 623 618
1

015 41? 615 I 015 616 406

It is clear fpem a study of the table that the arithmetic of the
school day or week operates in fixing the proportion of time given to
music. The favored periods are 60 minutes, 75 minutes, and 100
minutes. The first probably means four 15- minute periods or, in
higher grades, three 20-minute or two 30-minute periods; 75 minutes
means five 15-minute periods or throe 25-minute periods; 100 minutes
means five 20-minute periods. In short, multiples of 5 (the number
of days in the week) or of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 (convenient lesson
lengths for various grades) are chiefly favored, with 75 minutes
leading for the first four grades (five 15-minute lessons) and 60 and
100 minutes leading for upper grades and implying fewer lessons per
week, but of greater length.

(4) Give titles and authors of textbooks used in each grade.
(6) Features of practice by grades: Rote singing; staff notation and

singing-
(8) What are the steps in your method of teaching children in

primary grades to sing by note?

The "acmg-stesdy" or the "nate" tnethod.The attempt to ascer-
tain the growth of the "song-study" or "observation" method,
which is of lath origin than the "scale" Method,so called,involved the
consideration jointly isrthe retplies to the Uses inquiries given above.
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The answers to all these were considered together, and the school
under investigation was then classified as accurately as the nature
of the 'replies permitted. Absolute accuracy, it was found, could
not be obtained, owing, first, to a startling lack of any clearly con-
ceived methods in a great many'schools; secondly, to a great variety
of more or less judicious fusions of method; thirdly, to some meager
or oven contradictory replies. It might be thought that the method
avowed and followed in the textbooks used would give sufficient basis
for classification, but in a multitude of schools the textswere admin-
istered in a manner quite foreign to.their intention. The replies ware
most disheartening, because of the revelation they brought of a de-.

plorable lack of pedagogical training and understanding. It is not
that faulty methods were revealed, for it is not the intention here
to imply that any well-considered and' well-administered method is
%%Tong,: but the absence of any method, the lack of any known reason
for the features of practice adopted, with the implication this carries
of wasted hours, injudicious and untimely effort, uncertain and
wavering procedurethis is lamentable.

In view of this condition, the suggestion is here made that super-
visors of music be required by school authorities to show an amount
of normal professional training equal at least to that required of the
grade teacher. This should include a study of standard music
courses from the standpoint of psychology and pedagogy, instead of
considering them solely as to practice, which is the present fashion
in normal courses. Also the Music Supervisors' National Conference,
the department of music of the National Education Associi,tion, and
the public - school music department of the Music Teachers' rational
Association would make a valuable contribution to school music and
to all musical education if they would appoint committees to forma=
late statements of 016 ideals, principles, and features of practice
appropriate to the several courses, to the end that supervisors could
choose wisely one path or another, and then within that path could
adopt methods of procedure that would be consonant with the ideals
of the course and, therefore, be efficient and 'successful.

In general the reporting schools were' classified by the method
presented in the textbooks used, unless, as often happened, this pets
contradicted by other testimony. One standard courr that is put
forth as avowedly a consematioe course, occupying middle ground,
was yet classified, rightly or wrongly, as "scale" metho'd, unless the
other method was clearly reported.inagtnuch as tlbagreater number
of correlated answers were found to reveal the scale method as the
usual mode of treatment in connection with this text. The result of
this classification was as follows: Song-study method, 260 school
systems; scale method, 336 school systems; total, 596.
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(5) Do you give particular attention to voice building? .. How
is this done?

As all specific vocal drill is tabulated under the next series of
queries, and as the second part of this present question does not
permit of a categorical answer, a statistical record of the answers was
not made. It is a pleasure to state, however, that almost eery school
reported affirmatively as to the first part of the query.. The only
divergence was with regard to the voice building being done inci-
tp tally or by special Practices. A gratifyingly large number reported
that the result was gained incidentally "by light, soft singing," "by
constant use of the light, head voice"such answers as these being
frequent and typical. No feature of school practice shows more
intelligent and careful treatment than this, and few questions elicited
such interested and sympathetic replies.

(6) Features of practice, by grades.

The fact that certain possible features were here stated and inquired
after seems to have constituted, to many who reported, a recom-
mendation of these features as being quite desirable. Such an impli-
cation was not intended, And, being assumed,it has led to a somewhat
larger showing than is normal. For instance, a number of schools
that reported only "use of the light, head voice" under question 5,
now answer the query as to vocal dell by stating that they practice
it in all grades.

Here the thought of incidental care of the voice is evidently
extended to embrace the suleestion of vocal drill, though this latter
,term very clearly implies a special formal practice. Similarly, writ-
ten work is likely to be claimed for all grades by schools that state
that they do not introduce staff notation ulAtil the sEcond or third
grade; and there are other disCrepancies, all. tending to inflate the
record of these special practices, such as cautious statements of "a
very little in all grades," which statement, though doubtful, is a
record necessarily classiflta in the affirmative column. One modify-
ing thought must, therefore, be borne in mind while scanning these
tablesthat 'the practices are observed, as stated, in the given number
Of schools, but not by any means as separate and highly organized
divisiTis of the school music course. This would imply a faulty
system and an amount of time that it is impossible to obtain iniiilmost
any system. The real plan of administration is, therefore, much
more.unified and much more nicely proportioned than the records of
these numerous ,activities might lead the student to expect.
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TA si.F. 3. --Schools tporliag on features ypractitle, by grades.

None. First. Second Third.

Credo.

Fourth. Fifth. Sixth. Sev-
enth. Eighth'

Rote singing extends only Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools.
through 1 18 125 207 142 39 16 3 55

Staff notat kat and sight sing-
ing begun 277 229 84 30_ '16 6 3 1

individual singing 3 485 513 528 512 452 379 307 286
Vocal drill 14 433 457 485 492 479 479 460 443
Ear training 13 494 517 524 523 497 473 439 424
I deletion 23 254 339 414 454 462 450 419 . 395ritten work 77 159 280 414 478 500 505 481 459Sight reading, usintSylia-

bkx;, extends only through 3 0 0 1 0 5 13 38 496Words at sight !nun 71 32 66 64 53 ' 55 76 88 41
Two-part singing begun 3 3 28 167 271 91 18 4 2
Three-part Ringing begun 23 10 96 276 145 26

Several interesting features in this table are worthy of considetation.
The practice of rote singing extended through the grades appears

to be well standardized. It is, in fact, better standardized than the
figures indicate, for there is incidental evidence on the papers that
some understood the inquiry (as Was intended) to apply to rote
singing only as a regular and integral feature of practice, while
others reported its presence in grades where it is only occasional and
irregular. There is, however, marked concurrence in abandoning
rote singing as :fn essential feature in third grade, the sharp advance
over the numbers doing this in second grade, and the sharp decline in
numbers holding rote singing over to tht fourth grade being very
significant. The increase inno sthe eighth grade is unfortunate.no
It is one of many indicatio s met with that eighth-grade music is
weak in comparison with the work in lower grades and does not carry
the progress begin below to its proper fulfiiiment. It is dishearten-
ing, indeed, to find considerable number of schools reporting "no
music in the eig grade," and many other schools give testimony

grade is little more than some poorly adminis-
tered assembly shvint by rote.

Staff notation and sight singing begun.Contrary to expectation,
the first grade shows the largest return for this feature. However,
the answets to the eigith question prove that the staff work in ft Pst
grade is quite commoiny of the "observation" type; that is, consists
in observing the staff representation of songs or melodic figures
previously learned by rote rather than in calculating a way into
now and unheard songs by reckoning up and detwn the staff. "From
tar to eye"; "writing songs on board"; "notes to songti taught by
rote"; "visualizing on staff of songs committed"; "ffimiliar melody
by rote; then by note"these ftnswers are taken from- the first 15

, papers picked up at random, and are typical of scores of others.
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Individual singing.ln addition to the numbers given in the table,
eight school sreported " very little," without reference to specific grades.

The practice is seen to reach its maximum in the third grade.
Probably all teachergi even those who abandon individual singing
in this grade, will agree that it is desirable, even though it is some-
what more difficult, to maintain-the practice equally generally in the
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades. The decline in the seventh and eighth
grades is to be expected, both on account of the diversity of voices
in these grades and the consequent difficulty of quick' treatment
and on account of the new and more mature ways of approaching
musical practice. The total of schools reporting is not ascertainable
front the table, since the number having individual singing in any
grade whatever is not specially coniputed.

Vocal addition to the numbers given in the table, three
schools answer, in a general way, "Some."

As with "individual singing," the total number of schools having
any vocal drill is not recorded. Also there is intrinsic evidence
showing that the vocal drill reported is often not formal vocal drill,
but rather consists of indirect methods of voice conservation. This
is probably a much better practice in the opinion of molt supervisors.

The practice, whichever form it assumes, is well organized in point
-goof the number observing it and the uniform continuation of it through-

out the grades. This-means at least general -and persistent attention
to vocal habits.

Ear training' .Two schools in addition to those included in the
table answer "Some," with no grades specified.

The answers imply diverse conceptions of ear training with reference
to its being a formal, separate practice or, rather, a mere incidental
acuteness of attention in the general music work. A large number of
answers certainly imply only this aural attention, stimulated or
developed by no special system of exercises.. This will probably
not be' regarded as unfortunate by the greater number of super-
visors, except where it implies no attention to dictation work. This
latter is so 'generally recognized as the best form of ear training,
and covers this ground so well, that one wonders hovi it happens that
the numbers reporting it fall so far short of the numbers reporting
"Oar training. The unavoidable inference is that the ear training
reported in excess of dictation is but an incomplete form of dictation,
not developed formally to an extent that justifies its inclusion under
the stronger term.

The degree of persistence shown t ugh all the grades is a com-
mendable feature.

Dictation.One school, not included in the table, answers "Some,"
without reference to grades.

A larger number of schools answered vaguely to this than to any
other query as to the features of practice here investigated. This is
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corroborative evidence that the ear training in many systems has
not developed to the extept of becoming special and formal, for in
that case it would be dictation work. A series of large numbers with
reference to dictation, and a decrease, in inverse ratio, in the numbers
reporting under ear training, would represent a sounder method.

Written work.Again, two schools answer "Some." The sudden
increase in third grade is proper and quite to be expected. The
number in first grade, Unless some rudimentary blackboard work is
all that is implied, is doubtless too large.

As illustrative of the difficulty in inclutring all answers, it may be
mentioned that one school (for obvious reasons not figured in the
table) reported, "Staff introduced in second grade," and later,
"Written work in all grades."

Sight reading, using syllables extends only through.The over-
whelming burden of testimony is in favor of retention of syllables
throughout'the eight grades. This is interesting in view of the fact
that a number of supervisors have at various times endeavored to
abandon the syllables earlier.

"Eighth grade" is here used to include the highest grade below the
high school, which in many cities, especially in those in Massachu-
spas, is a ninth grade. This usage is followed also in the other fea-
(t.ures of practice; it was made possible by the fact that no instance
was found of a school reporting a practice in eighth grade that was
not also continued in ninth grade.

Besides the total of schools reported in the table, the following
special cages should be noted: Two schools use only "la" or "100"
("neutral" syllables); two schools use number names instead of syl-
lables; two schools report syllables through seyenthegrade only, but
with no music taught beyond. One school reports syllables through
sixth grade only, and one school reports syllables through fifth grade
only, but in each case with no music taught beyond. -

'Words at sight begun.This record is remarkable for lack of uni-
formity in practice. Beginning with the third grade there is mani-
festly no agreement as to the proper time to begin the use of words
at sight, save for the indication that eighth grade is consl'lered a
little late. Part of this disagreement. may he only apparent, since
some doubtless reported on the grade where the earliest tentative
efforts were made, while others may have reported the practice only
in that grade in which they made it a regular and insistent feature.
But making allowance for this divergence, it still is evident that
pedagogical convictions with regard to this point are not yet firmly
established.

Two-part singing begun. This table reveals a very satisfactory
degree of uniformity, the third year (probably often the latter part
of the year only) or the fourth being generally recognized as the proper
time for beginning part singing.
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Three-part singing begun.The agreement here is still more marked,
and, in fact, is so great as to justify a statement that the supervisors
of music in the United States quite generally recognize the sixth
grade as the time for beginning three-part singing.

(7) Are the pupils marked in music? If so, are the marks Con-
sidered in their class standing?

TA HI,E 4. Marking of pupils.

Per.Schools reporting. I Selma+.

Schools reporting pupils market....
ls market....Schools reporting pupils not mark....

Total.....
511!65 I 14.0

6041 VJ.9

The 519 schools reporting the pupils "marked" resptiiid to the
second half of the question as follows:

Condileration of marks. Schools. Per-
centuge.

Marks consklerod In clam 344 66_2
Marks not considered in class standing.... 130 20.2
Marks not vitally considered In C I MS stundtnx. 3s 7.1
Not answered . I

Total 519 99.0

"Not vitally" is the exact wording of one or two n plies. "Yes,
but deficiency in music does not prevent promotion;" "Pupil is not
kept back if he tries;" "Not required as a promotion subject;"
"Pupils as a rule aro not retained if they fail only in music;" "They
count in the general average;" "No; except for honor ro4"these
are samples of other replies classified under the group characterized
by the words "not Vitally considered."

Of the 604 schools, 382 (344 and 38), or 63.2 per cent, eonsider.to
some extent the marks given in music in relation to the pupil's gen-
eral class standing, while 222 (85+136 + 1), or 36.7 per cent, do not
have music marks so considered.

(8) What are the steps in your method of teaching children in pri-
mary grades to sing by note?

The answers to this question could not be statistically tabulated,
and no separate table was attempted. They were, however, in-

.oluded in the reckoning of "song-study" or "scale" method pre-
sented earlier in this report. Th statements there made, that,"
is much confusion as to method and aimlessness as to practise, are
confirmed by a fresh reading of the wording of theireplies. In many
of these unfortunate schools there is apparently no settled conviction
as to what result' should be striven for; and where there is appar-
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ently such conviction, the practices followed are often lacking in
relevancy with regard to this result. Such indefiniteness is of course
due to theAtdven.t of the later "song-study" method, and is as Dr.
S. S. Myers, of Tiffin, quo, recently said, in an address before the
Ohio State Teachers' Association, "a strange admixture of both the
old and the newa.blind groping, as it were, after something better,
with apparent inability to grasp fully the new idea or wholly relin-
quish the old."

(9) What percentage of th,e pupils in the grammar grades can sing
an ordinary hymn'tune at sight?

There was marked reluctance to answer this question, only 433,
schook out of 599 presumptively included being willing to hazard any
reply. Asmond notable feature is the diversity rer-aled in the re-
plies, which range from 0 to 100 per cent in a series that is strikingly
irregular except for the favor shown familiar fractions and a general
preference for the higher ratings. Both of these irregularities are
quite. natural and easily explicable. No definition of what consti-
tuted singing at sight was given, and there were doubtless many
standards employed. Thus, some probably limited the application
of the question to individual singing of a harmonic part, such as
alto or bass, withopt accompaniment and possibly using words at
sight. From this most exacting standard the interpretation of the
question probably ranged to the inclusion in the sight-reading group
of all those who might be able to take part in ensemble singing of a
hymn with piano or other load, and on either the melody or a lower
part, without manifest inability to remain within the limits of gen-
eral consonance. Diversity of attainment in the different schools
of a large city system also often prevented art exact answer. Finally,
without a standard.being set and without a laborious individual ex-
amination, no groat accuracy was possible, except in the case of those
few schools that maintain rigid individual requirements. That there
is great diversity in results and in standards, but also a genera??'
optimistic outlook, is the most that can be claimed for the showing
made by the table.

TABLE 5.Percentage of pugils in grammar grades able to sing hymn tunes at sight.

Schools Schools Schoolsrererata0. Fermat-. Percentage. report- Percentage. reggort-
log.

D 6 361 3 70 14I 1 16 1 75 119
3 1 /0 8 8019 45 1
0 24 50 60 985 0 i15 1 56 4 95

30 6 60 24 IL 8 . I36 14 66 13 10.9 1
9SO 11 67 4 100

5003°-14-72
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(10) For what parts is the music used in ,eighth grade written?
This question was designed to obtain information as to the use of

the bass clefnd the recognition given in the material'used to the
ndture and Capacities of the changing voices of the boys. The matter
is believed to be one of very great importance. If the bass clef
not used, it is almost certain that the more mature boys lack a part
that in range, quietness of progression, and harmonic bearing is apprO-
priate to their voices and consonant with their capacities and tastes
at the time.. It is a question whether the class disorganization often
found in eighth-grade music does not arise largely from just this cause.
Yet three-part songs for treble voices ore of carried into the eighth
grade, though such part songs have now advanced to a high degree
of complexity,' and imply, by the range, 'independence, and agility of
movement in their parts, the perfection of treble-voice singing rather
than the'hugible beginnings of bass-voice work. The third part, tq$),
to which the basses, in such case, are usually assigned, is constantly
standing, even in the final tonic chord, and because of the limitations
of treble-voice range, on the third of the chord; and a bass singing
this an octave lower becomes dimly conscious of some rudimentary
abnormality which he has the greatest disinclination to participate in.
In short, being a bass, he should have a bass part to sing; and pub-
lishers and supervisors should strive to furnish more music in which
the treble voices will be as well provided for as they would be other-
wise, while the basses in addition will have appropriate and encour-
aging parts.

,Further technical advancement, as regards rhythmic difficulties,
chroniatics, and moc:ulations, could well he laid aside at this juncture
for the sake of establishing firm mixed-voice part singing and giving
the basses proper vocal care. Indeed, the technical study in well-
administered' systems is completed before the eighth year, and the
proper gradation, which is toward more mature thought and mood,
rather than toward greater technical complication, is observed in
such schools. First steps toward mixed-voice chorus singing, using
material adapted to, the dawning maturity of the students, is the
plan of work in the more successful systems. The table which fol-
lows, although not altogether auspicious, shows a happy preponder-
ance of good usage:

'TABLE 6. Bass clef and voice classifications in eighth grade.
schools.

Bag clef not used 126
Bars probably with two or three treble parts or alto-tenor 347
Four-part, mixed voices 93
Soprano only
No music in eighth grade 4
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(11) How do you manage boys' voices during the tithe of change of
voice?

a

The answers, though' divided into the five classes given below, may
be said to have fallen into two groups: First, a large group, the first
three classes given, characterized by more or less uncertainty of
belief and weakness in the technic of managing changing voices; and
second, a smaller group (the last two classes given) characterized by
definite aim and efficient method, whatever may be thought of the
comparative merits of the two methods pursued by the classes in the
group. This 'division into two groups may appear to be arbitrary
and hasty in the light of the headings given in the table; but the
text rf the replies was carefully weighed before the schools were
classified, and few schools reporting under any one of the first three
headings gave evidence of having anything more than a negative or
passive plan. Safety is sought by asking the boys to sing softly, or
to sing very lightly when they wish to sing at all. Again, escape
from the responsibility of discovering what every bey can and should
do is sought by herding all the boys with changing voices into some
one lower part, usually alto-tenorwhich, of course, must be utterly
bad for many of them. These plans are too loose and general, and
seem to be makeshifts rather than methods conscientiously adopted.

On the other hand, a smaller number of replies give ,evidence of
very careful plansmost skillfully and faithfully carried out, as
follows:

TABLE 7. Management af rhanging mires. -
VVOVIS.

N 0 answer or indefinite 60
Singing softly (ad libitum) till period is tided over '26
A general "blanket" amigiiment given them, as alto-tenor 109
Singing stopped because considered injurious III
Careful individual arid general direction and supervision given 88

(12) What is the total number of rooms included in your answer?
(13) In how many of these is there a piano? .. _ _ _ _ An organ? _ _ __ . _

Question 12 was preparatory to question 13. The answers wore
gratifying to an unexpected degree. They are not absolutely con-
clusive, as some of those answering doubtless interpreted the question
strictly and did not accdunt for pianos in corridors, while others did
count those as equivalent to at least one room. Again, kindergartens
are sometimes included, sometimes not; .and whether they are .or are
not, is often not stated.. It will be noted that a separate entry is
made of a large number of rooms that are served in common by
pianos that are at the disposal of groups of-rooms, but how y
more of these there may be that were not reported can only betn-
jeetured. The table, therefore, favorable as the showing is, gives
estimates that are probably lower than the facts would justify.

40.
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Pianos. It appears that 42,644 rooms, to which must be added
the number of rooms (not reported) in Roanoke, Va., Providence,
R. I., New Britain, Conn., and Akron, Ohio, have 4,061 pianos. This
is something over 9.5 per cent, but Roanoke and Providence report
no pianos in rooms, and their figures, if available, would therefore
tend to lessen the percentage. But this decrease would be very
small, and against it must be counted a 'umber of instruments not
reported, which serve each of a group of rooms occasionally. Thus
considered, it is probable that 10 per cent of the schoolrooms reported
have pianos availabVlor their lessons.

We find that 12,226 rooms, plus the number of rooms (not reported)
in Chattanooga, Tenn., and Charleston, S. C., have one to three
pianos in each school building, or a piano in a music room, or pianos
foikeighth grades, or for assembly halls. Charleston reports a piano
in each music room and a departmental plan.

The following cities (included above) are worthy of note:

Cities reporling rooms and pianos.

'

1,000
Al

1100

Si)
2.154

Pianos.

250
22

100
ion
700

Cincinnati, Ohio
Ithaca, N ..... . .

Innen potla, Minn.
Rochester, N
St. Louis, Mo

Boston (not included in tables) reports x,000 rooms and pianos "in
primary classrooms only." New York. City, 16,000 rooms, reports
under pianos, "practically none."

Organs. The statistics show that 56,505 rooms, plus the number
(not given) in Akron, Ohio, Roanoke, Va., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Providence, R. I., and Now Britain, Conn., have 1,769 organs.

Pittsburgh, Pa.,. 1,500. rooms, reports 20 stationary and 127 port-
able organs, the latter serving the great majority of all the rooms in
daily lessons. Another school of 40 rooms likewise reports portable
organs so used.

A piano or an organ in a schoolroom adds to the musical experience
and progress just what it would 'add in a home or in a studio, as com-
pared with these places without any instrument. Not only is the
musical experience broadened and the schoolroom atmosph.ere
enriched, but technical progress is furthered. In ear training a sharp
definition of pitch and a steady production of tone that can not be
hoped for from most voices is, with instruments, made possible.
Chromatics, scale formation, and part singing oan also be better
taught by the use of keyboard instruments. It is not an unimportant
matter, therefore, that so many schoolrooms are equipped with them.
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(14) (a) Doea a special teacher of-music give all the lessons?
or (b) do the grade teachers give all the lessons without
special departmental supervision? or (c) do the grade
teachers carry on the work under the direction of -a super-
visor of music?

The table shows the supervisory plan to be practically universal.

TABLE S.Departmental plan of sniffing lessons.
Schools.

Special teacher (supervisor) gives all the 'moons 35
Grade teachers give all lessons, with no special 'departmental supervision 15
Grade teachers give lessons under instructitql of a supervisor 558
Superintendent gives lessons

Cincinnati reports all three conditions. One school reports first
plan (a) above for seventh azid eighth grades.

(15) How often does the supervisor of music visit each room?
TABLE 9.-17:tits of import ism. to roams.

Number of vans. . Number or visas.
Days per week: schools. j Once in - Schools.

Five 1 j TwO weeks 128
Four... i Three wet It. s. 39
Three 12 A month 41
Two 48 Five weeks 5\
One .204 Six weeks 9

Alternate days 4 Eight weeks 4seOnce in I Times per year--
Three days 2 Six (Salt Luke City)...
Six days. 3 i Four (Trenton, N. J.) 1

Seven days 1 Three (Indianapolis, Ind.). .. 1

Eight ays 1 'Twice (Baltimore, Md.. and
Six times per mouth 2 : Seattle, Wash.) 2
Three times per month 2
Twice in three weeks 1

In addition to those cities, Atlimtai Ga., reports schools for white
children visited each seven or eight days; schools for negroes, once
in six weeks. One school reports grades 1 to 6 visited every other
week; grades 7 to 9, visited two days per week.

(16) Are prospective grade teacheis required to pass an examination.'
in music? . _ . If so, who prepares the questions?
IIP TABLE 10.--EraMinaiitni of leachers.

Schools.
Teacheri examined 181
Teachers not examined 368
Teaehers not always examined 8

4 Questions prepared by
State or county board
City examining board
Supervisor or director of music
Superintendent of schools

43

18

60
28
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By Table 8 it is seen that grade teachers in the vast majority of
schools do the direct teaching under the guidance of a supervisor,
but by the first part of this table it seen that no preparation, for
this work is required in a large majority of school systems. The
inconsistency and weakness of this is obvious.

It will be noted that 32 of the 181 schools reporting that teacbers
are examined do not reply as to the source of the questions given.
Probably there is no fixed rule in these cases. Examinations are
often held during the summer months when the schools are disor-
ganized, and 'any recognized set of questions might in such cases
be used.

.(17) In what branches is the special teacher or supervisor of music
required to pass an examination?

This question will.be met with again in that section of this report
entitled "Music in State school systems." It is sufficient to stir here,
with regard to examinations and all other practices looking to ascer-
taining the cogmetency of public-school music teachers and to issuing
them licenses to teach, that there is extreme diversity and confusion,
as well as considerable weakness.

Asa specialist the supervisor should give evidence of possessing a
high degree of special knowledge; as a teacher and director of teachers
he should give evidence of possessing a pedagogical knowledge at
least equal to that required of the grade teachers whom he is chosen
to direct. Yet often the manner of certification leaven one or the
other of these cffpacities open to grave doubt, and sometimes neither
is conclusively ascertained.

Conscientious judgment of each individual applicant by local
authorities, enlightened as this judgment is.by the general increase
of knowledge and guided as it is by the advancement made in standards
of teaching, alone protects the situation from great weakness. It is
not too much to ask, however, that such individual judgment be safe-
guarded by State regulations that shall insure at least the major
requirements for successful supervising.

TAMA l.Examinaiion of poet-visors.

Supervisors examined in Schools.

Music 120

Music and pedagogy
Music and common branches 27

Regular branches and not in music 12

Vocal music 9

Supervisors not always examined
Supervisors not examined. in any subject 152

Supervisors take mate examinations as grade teachers 4
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The following indirect answers were recorded:

23

BOtools.
State license qualities -5

Adequate preparation (such as graduation fruit conservatory of music) qualities.
Normal-school training decides 14
Stale requireInent4 sufficient' 33
Training in special or normal schools. 18
Preparation in recognized school of music 28

The schools of Dunmore, Pa., were, we have been told, reported by
the Mosely Commission as having the best singing the members of
the commission '111,1iird in any school in Aiterica. In this ligh% the
report of music in the grade schools of Dunmore is of prime interest.
It is given verbatim, the answeis being in italic.

MUSIC IN ALI, (IRADEH BELOW THE 111011 SCHOOL, DUNMORE, PA.

I 14 music required? Yes.

2 How many minutes per week are given to it in each grade? .jut 150 in lower;
100 in upper.

:t. Is the cone graded? Yes.
4. Give titles and authors of textbooks psed,jn each grade. Harmonic Reader by Rip-

ley and Tapper, Sight Singing Melodies (Ne'wton).
5. Do you give particular attention to voice building?

How is this clone? By watching mice quality in drill+ and allibber exereises.
6. Features of practice, by grades:

Rote singing: Grades 1, 2.
Staff notation and sight singing: Grades e. 3, 4, 5, 6.
Individual singing: Qirades 2. '3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Vocal drill: All grades.
Ear training: Grades .1, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Dictation: Grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
Written work: Grades 8, 4, 5, 6.71
Sight reading, using syllables: Grades 2, 3, 4, .5. 6,7,1.
Singing words at sight: Grades R.
Two-piirt singing: Grades 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Three -part singing; Grades 7, 8, 8, 6.

7. Are the pupils "marked" in music? Yes.
If so, are the marks considered in their class standing? Yes.

8. What are the steps in your method of teaching children in primary grades to sing
by note? Tonic chord on 3 M, S; by the end of year 5-line staff is
com pleted.

9. What percentage of Ole pupils.in the grammar grades can sing an ordinary hymn
tune at sight? 80 per cent.

10. For what parts is the music used in eighth grade written? 4 partsalto, soprano,
tenor, bass.

II. How do you manage boys' voices during the time of change of voice? Sing softly,
using only those tones that come wil4 ease.

12. What is the total number of rooms included in your answers? About 59.
13. In how many of these is there a piano? .1. An organ? J.

'These will be found to be unurinditrdited.
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14. (a) Dre a special teacher of music give all the lessons? No. Or (b) do the grade
teachers give all of the lessons, without special departmental supervision?
Or (e) do the grade teachers carry on the work under the direction of a super-
visor of music? Yu.

16. How often does.the supervisor visit each room? Twice a month.
16. Are prospective grade teachers required to pass an examination in music? Yes.

If so, who prepares the questions? The Stale.
17. In what branches is the special teacher or supervisor of music requirei to pass an

examination? In addition to music we expect music teacher to have all the qualifi-
cations of grade t a. We have always had teachers with such qualifications.

Several factors at would tend toward securing results of great
excellence are to be noted in this report. The amount of time given
per week is quite exceptional, as reference to Table 2 will show.
Voice production is wisely guarded at all times when the voice is
'used, though special vocal drill is also given. The careful organiza-
tion of work, as reported under "Features of practice," is also com-
mendable. Somewhat more unusual, however, is the unpialified
affirmative used in answering question 7. It leaves little doubt that
musig-in Dunmore is rated as a "regular" and not a "special" sub-
ject and is given the sensible sort of treatment that such classifica-
tion always brims to a subject.

In conjunction with the amount of time accorded, this gives a
strong plan of organization. The answers to questions 8, 10, 11, 14,
15, 16, 17 are also commended to the attention of the leader.



MUSIC IN HIGH SCHOOLS AND IN RELATION TO THE
COMMUNITY.

The following questionnaire was used as the basis of this investi-
gation of music in high schools:

QIIHSTIONNAIREHIGH SCHOOLS.

18. What is the total number of pupils in the high school or schools?
19. How many credits (total) are required for graduation?
20. Systematic courses offered in musical study or practice:

Is the
course

opt tonal
or

rrquired

Number
of pupils
pursuing

each
course.

"Credits"
allowed
toward

ongraduati
for each
COWS!.

Is the
course
taught
by the

supervisor
or by s
specal

teacher?

Titles and authors at
tax tbooi-s.

Chorus practice
Orchestra
Musical history
Appreciation
Harmony
Sight singing
Elementary theory .

21. How often is thtre assembly singing in your high school?
22. Is applied music under outside teachers, as piano, voice, violin, etc., credited as

school work toward graduation? If so, kindly report, using the form
following:

C. p Number of pupils
pursuing each
coarse.

Leogth of course
in months.

"Credits" allowed
toward gradua-
tion for each

Plano
orgy
Violin.
All other oichastrel instruments

23. Are such private teachers required to meet standards set by the high-school prin-
cipal?

.
24. How many mixed-voice choral organizations are there in the community? ..
25. Is any one of these choruses conducted by the local supervisor or special termer

of music/
26. Is the high - school chorus largely influential in providing recruits for these cho-

ruses?
27. la the high-school clfonis largely influential in providing recruits for the chorus

choirs of the community.?
.
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28. How many amateur orchestras or instrumental combinations are there in the
community?

29. Is any one of these organizations conducted by the supervisor or special teacher
of music?

30. Is the high-school orchestra a factor in the maintenance of these organizations?
31. Does the school own orchestral instruments that are available for students who

wish to learn?
32. How many and what instruments are so owned?
33. If there is a people's chorus, or a people's orchestra, does it meet in a school build-

ing or receive any support from the school system?
34. In general, is the musical interest, knowledge, and activity of the adults of the

community largely influenced by the music in the public schools? If
not, why not?

The total number of school systems included in the tables follow-
ing is 631. Of the 631 schools, 189, or practically 30 per cent, have
no music except assembly singing; the other 442, or practically 70
per cent, have some music other than assembly singing:

The distinction between chorus practice and assembly singing
could not always be drawn. Incidental evidence in the papers tends
to prove that often the assembly singing is of the nature of a chorus
rehearsal; that is, the voices are classified as to parts, good and pre-
tentious choruses are studied, and half an hour or more several times
a week is davoted to such practice. On the other hand, many who
reported chorus singing, as required, evidently had in milli-nothing
more than assembly singing, even when this involved but the singing
of hymns or patriotic songs ,as incidental to a chapel service, and, it
is safe to assume, without classification of the students as to the parts
sung. The distinction between these two modes of activity turns
the scale more often than any other factor in determining- whether
to reckon a high school as having any instruction whatever in music
or not.' The most careful study was therefore given the reports,
and the figures presented above may be regarded as reliable. They
mean that 30 per cent of the high schools reporting do nothing to
advance music beyond the stage it has reached- in the eighth grade;
and this percentage may be taken as representative.

4
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Questions 18 and 19 are incidental to calculations made later, and
are, therefore, not reported upon sepafately.

(20) Systematic courses offered in musical study or practice. -

In the tables following, a classification of schools with regard to the
number of students enrolled was adopted. The object of this classi-
fication wrs to ascertain whether the size of the school bore any fixed
relation to the nature of the musical practice. The enrollment given,
however, is for an entire school system, and in the larger cities is,
therefore, distributed among a number of high schools.
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T631.11 12.- Choria practice-Plan of organization.

II igh-school enroll-
went.

Number
schools

reporting
chorus.

Enroll-
meat In

reporting
schools.

Schools having
chorus optimM.

'
Schools having
chorus requned.

Schools reporting
chorus o tionW...and requged.

1-100
tun- 250...........
260-600
601-750
750-1,000
1,000-2,500
2,503 and over

Total

10
115
159

48
18
41
17

609
19,759
63,044
29.044
15,132
55,923

132, 848

Number.
7

56
99
35
11
30
6

Per cent.
7.0

47.8
62. 2
72.9
61.1
73.1
35.2

Number.
3

00
64
12
6

10
9

Prr ceni.
. 3.0

52. 1
33.9
25.0
27.7
24.3
52.0

Number.

a
1
2
1

2

Per cent.

3.7
2.0

11.1
2.4

11.7
408 300, 449 243 69.5 153

---..
37.5 12 30.0

The percentages are relative t,42 the 408 schools reporting chorus.
It is to be remembered that the remainder. of. 631 high schools
have no music or only assembly singing.

"Optional and required" is equivalent to a limited requirement;
for instance, for one year or two years, or required of senior class,
but optional beyond the fulfilling of these requirements.

The expectation was that the optional plan would be favored in the
larger city systems, but the figures do not bear this out. The optional
plan seems rather to be favored in town and city systems, where
the separate high schools are likely to be fewer and'of large enroll-
ment: to wit, 250 to 500, 500 to 750, 750 to 1,000, 1,000 to 2,500.
It may be that the requirement in the largest cities is for the sakeof that social solidarity so likely to be absent in our cosmopolitan
centers; for this is not only highly desirable in school life, but on
the school rests largely the responsibility of contributing it to theNation. Music, is not the least agency in'this endeavor.

TABLE 13.- ('horns practiCe-Percentage of students taking.

.%

110-school enrolttnen1

se

Enroll-
meat In
schools
reM '
chorus

017-
tion al

Students enter-
log chorus
optional.

Enroll-
meat In
schools

Ter--
chorus

re-
gulled.

Students enter-'log
--- ch°rusrequired.

Enroll-
ment In
schools
mart'
chorus

01,'
titonal

and re-
quired.

.

Students elltIr-
apt and

required.

1-100 ...... .

100-250
260-603
600-750
750-1,000
1,000-2,600
2,500 end over. ..

Total
...

422
8,431

28,796
18,200
7,400

33,746
25,690

Now
ber.

250
4,191

10,080
4,235
2,390
7,572
7,413

Per d.
60.2
49.7
36.0
23.2
32.4
23.1
28.9

247
9,371

14,433
5,833
4.200

12,361
42,400

Nuts-
kr.

727
8,74

11,968
5,063
3,616

11,241
87,900

Peru.
91.9
633
82.7
94.9
81.9
91.0
89.3

2,062'

1,712
1,203
7,363

Num-
her.

1,067

1,866
960

8,500

Per d.

61.5

79.2
79.1
47.6

121,574 36,140 29.7 88,426 78,648 88.9 12,322 6,868 66.6
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It will be noted that the total enrollment of any group of schools
as given in this table (and computed by adding the numbers for that
group in the three enrollment columns) is less than the tot alonrollment
given for the same group in the preceding table. This is due to the
fact that a number of schools which reported their enrollment and
plan for chorus work did not report the number of students entering

chorus. In reckoning the percentage of students taking chorus, these

schools were necessarily eliminated. There were 57 such, 35 having
chorus optional, with a total general enrollment of 71,701; 21 having
chorus required, with a general enrollment of 11,867; 1 having chorus
optional and required, with' an enrollment of 550. These numbers
added to the totals of the 3 enrollment columns of the table will give
the total 306,449 of the preceding table.

If chorus practice is made optional, it is chosen by the students of
smaller systems, it would seem, more generally than by those of larger
systems. The fairly regular decrease in percentage hero is quite
striking.

Of the 222,331 students in high schools which offer chorus practice,
under one plan or another and report the number of students entering,
121,651, or 54.7 per -cent, are so entered. The greatest percentages
are found in the first two groups (the smaller schools), being here,
respectively, 71.3 per cent and 72.6 per cent. The third, fourth, fifth,
and sixth groups vary from 39.5 per cent (fourth group) to 5.1.2 per

cent (fifth group). The last group, of largest city systems, shows a
sudden, increase to 64.7 per cent.

AU but eight.of the high schools reporting chorus practice reported

as to the credit given it, with the result shown in the next table.

TABLE 14. Chorus practiceCredit given.

1110-aehool
mtmt. g

1-100 9
100 -250 113

250,500 153
300-750 48
730-1400 18

11,

41
and over 16

Total 400

Schools reporting op.
Lionel chorus,grouped
as to credits.

Schools reporting re-
quhed chorus,grou pad
as to <red is.

SchOols reporting op-
tional and required
chorus, grouped as to
cre4its.

;?:
0

4
21
44
11
3

10
I

7

3
2
4

2
9

14
8
2

2

2
16 41
30 33
13 9

4 4
10 7

3 5

94 24 43

7
1
1

2
2

10
7

7
tz

1I
t
rl

76 101 13 17 20 ;
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Summary of Table 14.

Number of schools reporting amount of rre
Percentage

29

No
, credit.
1

Poor
credit.

Fair
credit.

Good
credit. Total

rift
1 202

50' 50
I

37
9.25

ra
15.50

99
21.75

400
ICC

It is impossible to state briefly the various me hods by which the
relative strength of credits was computed for this table. In general,
however, all reports were pinged by the following standard:

Good creditSufficient to insure the making in music of at least
one-tenth of the total number of credits required for graduation. Or
at this rate if on meager time as regards the number of hours per week
given or the number of semesters allo)ved. Credit per hour to equal
that given in other branches, according to whether preparation for
recitations is or is not demanded.

Fair credit--Sufficient to insure nlikng at least one twenty-fifth
of the total number of credits required for graduation, with the same
provisions as the preceding.

Poor creditAll below fair.
It was expected that a relationship would be discovered between

the amount of credit offered for chorus work and the number of stu-
dents enrolling in chorus when this is optional. A computation was
1.)egun on this basis, but was soon abandoned, SS the expected relation-
ship did not appear to the slightest extent. Probably the enthusiasm
and ability for leadership of the teacher are more weighty factors.
Again, when chorus work is strongly credited, it is likely to demand
more time and some study along associated technical lines; and, as
it is not a major study, but must be added by most students to an
already full schedule hours, it can not be 'chosen, even by those
who favor it most, unless it is administered as a comparatively light
addition to their regular work. That chorus practice should bo so
poorly credited as it is, however, is either a reflection upon the value
of the work done, the musical judgment of the school authorities, or
the sense of justice of the school officials who fiat the credits.

TABLE 15.Chorus practiceEvaluation of the music sung with reference to "optional"
or "required" plans.

High-school enroll-
ment.

No. of
schools.

CboruateoLonal.
ma

Chorus required; Chorus optional and
material required; material

Weak. Good. Strong. Weak. Good. Strong. Weak. Good. Strong.

1-100
100-250
250-500

.500-750
750-1,000
1.000.2,500
9,500 and over

TotaL ......

7
82

113
20
19
35
17

3
21
16
0
2
8
3

3
16
42
11
4

13
3

1

5
4
2
a
1

1

15
13

2
2
2

1

27
6
1
5.
2

2
6

2

9 8

1

1

1
I

. 1
1177 57 91 13 37 70 14 f 1 8
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Summary of Table 15

No. or
schools.

Percentage.

Weak. i Good. Strong.

Optional. .... 31.3 51.0 10 A
121 30.5 57. A II ",

Optional and regnin.d .
10 20 0 50.0 300

All chisse... I 207 32.3 55.81 11.7

The terms under which the chorus material used is classified may
lead to an impression less favorable than the facts justify.

Under "st,rong" is included only material that is worthy of the
attention ofythe average small choral society, such as cantatas by the
best composers, short oratorios or oratorio selections, choral ballads,
excerpts from operas,. and some of the lesser and easier operas entire.
These are used in larger schools for concert purposes, their prepara-
tion often constituting the greater part of the season's work.

Under "good" are included all the better supplementary octavo
publications arranged for high-school use, and consisting of oratorio
and opera choruses, as well as part songs of varying degrees of length
and difficulty, b:it of unquestioned musical value, and also of several
of the better song books foj high .schools that cover much the same
ground as the octavos mentioned.

Under "weak'' are included principally song books that are hardly
beyond the standards recognized for assembly singing. These books
are characterized by part writing that is rudimentary and implies no
organized chorus drill, by subjects and texts that are commonplace,
by editing that betrays lack of artistic conscience and musical knowl-
edge, and by the inclusion of much material that has no value beyond
the fact that it is familiar or popular and can bo sung in any style
without detriment to it.

Measured by these standards the table shows gratifying accom-
plishments in high-school chorus singing, over two-thirds of all
schools reporting being aligned on the side of music that must be of
value to those studying it.

It is worthy of note that where chorus is required the music is
somewhat more advanced than where chorus is optional. Evidently
the advantage gained through election to chorus by a proficient
minority is more than offset by the gain in size, enthusiasm, and
strength of support that is experienced when the entire school
cooperates in chorus work.
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TABLE 16.Orchestras (and bands) Membership, instruments owned.

[No report of bands was requested, but the reports voluntarily made are recorded.)

Orchestras (lands.

111gb-school enrollment.

Number) bent-
bers)

IS

-
Num-
ber.t

1 100 2( + I)
100-250 35(1 II) 405 (+1
256-500 76( 4-15) $14 ( +2)
:40-750 32(+S) 6(49
710-1,000 8( 4- 2) 143
1,000-2,500 31( 4 6) 774 2(42)
2,500 and over. (+3)

OrtAterna in cities:
Boston
Jersey City 30
Providence 70
Pittsburgh 62'
Philadelphia 300
New York 350
Buffalo . 0
Cincinnati 0
Seattle $41
Minneapolis . 7.5
Chattanoors 0

Total. 192( + 4,)23$ 3( )

31

Imtru-
Menu;

, owned
Mem- byrti I school.

4$

.....
0

30

(4)
10

73 295+

3

33
33
69+
3

Ill

43

'7
0
2
0

The orchestras seal bands added in parentheses areal] such as failed to ri port their membership. There-
fore the number of members given of orchestras and bands I9 the number found In the orchestras and
lands not tabled in parenthese.,

In the 43 instruments owned by schools of 2,500 or over.
1 Rents instniments.
o Just starting fund.
None; "but a number of high-school players play In Chattanooga Symphony OrchOtra."

To the sum of 238 orchestras must be added an indefinite number
in nine large cities; also a string quartet conducted by Charles A. R.
Stone, superintendent of schools, Coldwater, *.:ch., who further
teaches musical appreciation in the high school there.

To the sum of 4,181 members of orchestras mustbe added the
combined menibership of 46 orchestras not reported as to the number
of members composing them, and also the members of the string
quartet just mentioned.

The 192 orchestras reporting their membership have in all 3,037
'members, an average of almost 16 per orchestra.

To the 295 instruments owned by the schools and available for
practice and orchestral use to student members must be added "a
number" in Bostonand in New York City. Seattle reports in this
connection, the practice of renting such instruments as are needed,
and Minneapolis reports "just starting a fund" for the purpose of
such purchase. Cincinnati, reporting 30 instruments, states that. a
fund of $750 was 'granted by the board of education and. that the
schools raised $325 more:

The report of Chattanooga, giving e;vidence of a fine articulation
between the school and the community, is most interesting.
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TABLE 17.Orchabas (and bands)credit given.

Illsh-school enrollment

1-100
100-250
250-500
500-750
758-1,000
1.0(10-2.500
2,500 and over

None. I Poor. Fair. Good.
I

I

2
35 2 1

59 4 , 5 15

17 3 6 11ss

4 1 I .... 5
18 3 3 10

4 I

13 15 , 32
5.9 6.8 , 23.7

Total (219 In 139
Percentage 63.4

4

Disregarding the comparative amount of credit given, the figures
are as follows: No credit given, 63.4; some credit given, 36..

A greater number of orchestras and instrumental ensembles, 239

in all, report upon their leadership. This report is as follows:

TABLE 18. -- Leadership of orcheelms and bands.

Conducted by
The supervisor of music ' 1 50

A special teacher 76

A high-school teacher
The high - school principal 5

A high-school pupil
The superintendent of schools (the ring quartet before mentioned)

As to the credit given orchestral practice, a' em words of comment

are pertinent.
The number of orchestras and the number of players enlisted in

them is cause for hearty congratulation; but proper recognition is
not accorded such activity,as is shown by the weak credit given and
by a largo number of reports that reveal that the orchestras are not
under school control, but are loosely organized and lightly regarded.

This means that orchestras are often managed in such a way as to

secure no educational results, but are rather contributors to the social
pleasures of the schools, and that they aim at no definite advanct in
musical education for the players and no advance in musical under-
standing for the hearers. Some knowledge, it is true, must result,
but it is not knowledge of the beautiful in music..

The possibilities and functions of orchestral playing were reviewed
in a preliminary report of the committee on music, acting under the
committee for the reorganization of secondary education for the
National Education Association. This preliminary repoit was read
at the. meeting of the National Education Association in Salt Lake
City, July, 1913. The following are quotations from it:

This branch of musical study and pmttice should be an invariable offering. It.

should be open to Any student qualifying for all four high-school yews

1 ln addltkm, Seattle reports its orcheetras as conducted under both of the first tyo p
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The musicianship that results naturally from ensemble playing is more advanced
than that which arises naturally from ensemble singing. More hours of practice and
preparation are necessary before successful participation is possible; the expression
of the musical thought or impulse is less direct than in singingsand becomes a matter,
thee fore, of greater reflection; the mechanical nature of the medium of expression
makes sight reading and a knowledge of staff notation more exact; the number and
diversity of the orchestral parts -- diversity in pitch, tonal quality, and rhythmic
proceduremake the whole a richer complex than is presented in chorus work; and
this complexity and variety has attracted composers to orchestral expression for
their greatest works.

Nevertheless, the course in orchestral ensemble must beguarded, if it attains its
best ends. The following recommendations are therefore urged:

First. The instruments should be played in the manner of their solo capacities, ,

zit() ideals of chamber music and the refined treatment of each part in a symphony
(richest& being ever kept in mind.

Second. Music should be selected that, however easy, still recognizes-these particu-
lar values for each and every instrument.

Third. The orche!-, ra should be considered an orchestral class or orchestral study
club primarily, and a factor for the diversion of the school only incidentally.

Fourth.,,Instruments should be bought by or for the school, to remain school prop-
oily, and these should be loaned, under proper restrictions, to students who will
learn to play them. The rarer instruments, such ae the double-bass, timpani, French
horn, oboe, bassoon (or any less rare that are yet usually lacking in any particular
school), should be bought. Only by such means can orchestral richness and sonozity
be secured, the real idiom of orchestra lbe exemplified, and advanced orchestral
literature be made practicable to the.student.s.

Fifth. Seventh and eighth grade orchestras, similarly conducted. andooequipped
with a like generous outfit of school-owned instruments, should be organized as train-
ing schools for the high-school orchestra.

Reports of bands were not %quested, but all voluntarily reported
ve been 4abulated. The band has a worthy function, and if

a unistercd in accordance nth the aims just outlined for o hestra,
ay serve better purposes thirn merely advertising the schoorwhile

continuing to do this. Its varieties of color are, however, inferior
to those of the orchestra, and the literature of its instruments, either
singly or in ensemble, is notably poorer and more nioagrp than that
provided by the great,composers for the orchestra. It is consequently
a far less valuable service to a boy to enlist his inforest in band than
to enlist it in orchestra.

Academic: Musical history, mwrical appreciation, harmony.In
studying the accompanying tables the following explanation need's
to be borne, mind:

First. The total number of schooki reporting is divided between Iwo columns.
Those in the first column reported the subject, but did not report the number of
students entered in their clawed. Those in the second cohunn did so report, and the
aggregate number of students entered is therefore stated in connection with this
number of schools.

. -Second. The schools are grouped under plane A, B, and C. By plan A is meant
the study of the subject in a formal way, as a well-defined, poparate branch. By
plan B is meant the study of the subject in combination with one or more of the other
branches reported, as history and appreciation combined, or elementary theory and
harmony combined. Many of these combinations are quite proper and desirable,
Ind imply by their adoption no indefiniteness or weakness in the course. Indeed,

60698°-14-4
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had it not been known that in some schools the subjects were separated, the question-
naire -would have been formulated to combine them. (Chorus is not included in
such combinations under the intention of our plan B; see plan C). By plan C is
meant incidental attention to musical history, appreciation,- or harmony, or any or
all of these, in connection with chorus practice, in which case the work is probably
very meager and is of advantage only because of the greater number of students
who by this plan at least have their attention directed toward higher phases of musical
study.

Third. The largest cities reporting these subjects (cities enrolling mote than 2,500
high - school students) are given specific mention. The numbers of students in their
classes are not stated, but it must be bOnietin mind that these indeterminate numbers
would swell considerably the tools given.

To the number of students given must be added those in the nine
schools reporting the sibject taught but not giving the number of
students entered in the classes.

The following large Cities, each with high-school enrollment of more
than 2,500, should also be added as reporting the subject:, Boston,
Cincinnati f Kansks City, New York, Pittsburgh. In all of these
cities the course is elective, and the credit given, where reported, is
fair or good. Pittsburgh reports 118 students; the others do not
report the number. New York qualifies the musical history as
"incidental." In addition to these, Philadelphia reports "weekly
five - minute talks" on the subject. Everett, Mass., reports musical
history and appreciation in grades 7 to 9. One school of 250 sttkients
imports a course in musical history, appreciation, harmony, elementary
theory, and sight singing combined for all normal-school students.

To -the number of students given must be added those in the six
schools reporting the subject taught but not giving.the number of
students entered in the classes.

The following large cities, each with a high-school enrollment of
over 2,500, should also be added as reporting the subject: Boston,
Cincinnati, Kansas City, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh (118
students in history and appreciation combined in Pittsburgh). The
course in Philadelphia is defined as " vocal and instrumental recitals
for and by the pupils." Rochester, N.Y., reporting 50 students, iy
included in the cities having fewer than 2,500 high-school students
that report this subject.
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As the two subjects Jest reported, history and appreciation, are
very prope ;ly often combined, and as their objective, whether they
are combined or not, is much the same, the following table of the
two together is of interest:

Summary of schools offering both history and appreciat ion of music.

Plans of study. Schools I fitucleins
1 I

utTering. taking.

t ,

Plan A t 22 1,091
Phut 11., 35 2, 593 i.

v
Ilan e 10 3,903

Total

,
73 , 7,57

I

To these must be added the number of school systems and the
cities given above as reporting the subjects, but (except Pittsburgh)
not the number of students pursuing them.

To the number of students given must bo added those in the fonr
schools reporting the subject but not reporting the number of students
entered in the classes.

The following large cities, each with a high-school enrollment of
over 2,500, should also be added as reporting the subject, but with
the exception of Pittsburgh and Newark, N. J., not reporting the
number of students: Boston, Cincinnati, Kansas City, Newark,
N. J. (49 students), New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh (S8 students).
New York reports harmony as "incidental" and Philadelphia reports
it for "senior girls."

From the foregoing it is found that all three subjects, taught to
seine extent alone or in sonic combination, enlist a total of 1J2 classes
(og groups of classes within a city system), with an enrollment of
8,92 students. Taught under plan -A, the number of classes or
class groups is 54, enrolling 1,536 students; under plan B the number
is 40, enrolling 2,750 students; under plan C, the number is 18,
.enrolling 4,006 students, with additions from incompletOly reported
systems and in large cities, as these havesbeen stated before.
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The following inferences may safely be drawn from these findings:
1. The order of popularity with the students in regard to these'

three subjects is, (1) appreciation, (2) history, (3) harmony. Also
the less formal and academic the plan, the greater its popularity; to

IA the extent that when offered in an incidental way only, in connection
with chorus practice, either subject enlists a remarkably increased
number of students. Unquestionably the element of time is an in-
fluential one in bringing about this condition. College entrance re-)
quirements or vocational courses insistently demand the whole of

/ serious endeavor that the pupil can put, forth, though music may be
of infinite attractiveness and interest to him. The remedy is cer-
tainly to insist that the colleges broaden their educational programs,
and that vocational courses in high schools be carefully worked to the

imum of efficiency in fewer hours, to the result that students
looking to severely practical ends will not mist entirely the enrich-
ment of life given by study of the deeper and nobler art values.

2. The order of popularity with school authorities is *(1) history,
(2) harmony, (3) appreciation, with a clearly manifest and wholly
intelligent desire to teach harmony by plan A, history by plan B
(combined almost constantly with appreciation, in order to avoid a
pedantic course), and appreciation by plan A.

All three branches are almost invariably elective, except when
tat. ,ht informally, as incidental to chorus, when the "required" plan
at once acquires favor, or when required in a limited way, as, for in -'
stance, of prospective teachers. The credit given is generollyreason-
ably good, as compared with that given in regular academic branches.

There is manifest desire to make high-school music something more
than the chorus singing that entails no intellectual reaction upon the
material sung. The number of high schools reporting broader activi-
ties is part proof of this; and a great number of schools that have
nothing but assembly or chorus singing volunteer comments that
reveal such a desire. "We are organizing such courses"; "We have
no such courses, I am sorry to say"; We are trying to have this
done," are phrases made familiar by the reports. In practice this
leads to the strengthening of courses in chorus singing, by incidental
study of one or more of the branches listed, or to the adoption of formal
courses in these branch& The first of these solutions turns the atten-
tion of the large number of students to important advanced phases
of musical knowledge; tho second gives thorough instruction in these
branches to a small number of students. This specialized activity is
in harmony with the tendency of the age; and it is probable that
general enlightenment follows more quickly from it than from com-
paratively superficial knowledge given to, a larger number.
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No report of the use of player pianos an talking machines was
asked for, but the place given them in schools is so important that a
number were voluntarily reported, namely, 9 player pianos an 28
talking machines, plus a number not definitely stated in Kansas
City, Mo. (both instruments). The value of these in musical history
and appreciation classes can not be overestimated%yet, if these volun-
tary reports are representative, a word of coznment and suggestion is
certainly due. If the proportions are representative of general
practice, history and appreciation must be altogether too strongly
directed to opera, for it is here that the talking machine is indispens-
able. But it must not be forgotten that, great as this fielfl is, the
music par excellence of musicians is not that of opera, but is absolute
musicthe symphony, the sonata, the string quartet. Here music
as a purely tonal art holds undisputed sway, and here pure music as
an independent art is to be studied. The opera should not be studied
less, but-the great instrumental forms should, beyond question, be
studied more than the showing made by these voluntary reports

Sight singindid elementary theory. The tables subjoined are made
on substantially the plan used for the three foregoing. The number
of schools is divided into two columns as before, the first column
recording schools that do not state the number of, pupils entering the
offered classes, the second recording schools that do state the number
of students so entering. The larger citres,'`with two or three excep-

. tions, have not been separately commentetd\ upon, And all these are
included in the general totals. 41.
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As these two subjects, like history and appreciation, are frequently
(and properly) combined, the following summary is given:

Summary of schools teaching both eight ringing and elementary theory.

Plan A
Plan B
Plan C

Total

Plans B and C in connection with these subjects imply no question-
able combinations, but only various desiralt bletitlings of elementary
theory, sight singing, and chorus singing. It is worthy of note tat
the greater number of gchools make-these branches elective or limit
the requirement and give fair or good credit. The total showing is
extremely gratifying; for, although it may .be' urged that these
braiehes should be compftted before the high school is entered,
thereby enabling the high school to devote itself to beginning adult
musical activities rather than to completing elementary ones, still, if
this has not been done, there is solid merit in attacking these problems
vigorously at the later date.

In closing this survey of advanced work in music,in high schools,
some words pf_ appreciation are due. Only a small percentage of the
total numbe*f schools reporting have such work; but,had conditions
20 years aigo been reported and could such a report now be compared
with the present one, it Would be found that the progress is enormous,
and that it has practically all taken place in this- spap of 20 years.
Since the hope of a musically appreciative people rests upon the high
schools rather than immediately with the grades or with the private
teaoher of music, this advance is most significant and gratifying. It
is hoped that all high schools will learn of it" for the practice is so
recent and so little of tradition and technic are associated with it,
that schools considering such work lack both encouragement and
example and often resign the project hopelessly in consequence.
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(21) How often is there assembly singing in your high schools?

A total of 571 schools reported on this question, with the following
result :

TABLE 24 Assembly tinging.'

Schools
not

High-rwhool enrollment. having
ae mbly
singing.

Schools having assembly singing,
per week

Once. Twine. tunes.

Schools having assembly
ing

Four Five
tImee.i times-

Once in
two

weeks.
Once a
month.

Few
times

Per
year.

Occa-
alon.
ally.

1-300
300-900
901) and over

Total (571 schools)

By percentage

86 76 63 23 4 69
82 66 35 18 2 31
19 28 7 3 8

145 169 95 44 6

3
2

98

1

2

3 2 4

25.3 29.6 16.6 .7.7 1.0 17.2
1

`Like the amount of time given per week to music in the grades,
assembl : I ging is determined largely by exigencies of the daily
progra . s accounts for the large numbers having such singing
once or twist week (leaving the same hour open for a three or four
hour subjot other days) and again five times a week, while
singing dire, It es and four times a week is avoided.

A great number of schools reporting no assembly singing state
that this is through lack of an assembly hall. If assembly singing
alone mere defeated by such a shortcoming, it would be of compara-
tively little moment; but other values that are lost to both school
and community by lack of an auditorium in a large high-school
plant are beyond computation.

(22) Is applied music under outtside teachers, as piano, voice, violin,
etc., credited as school work toward graduation? . _ If
so, kindly report, using the form following.

(23) Are such private teachers required to meet standards set by
the high-school principal?

This, the most recent feature of practice in relation to high-school
music, as it is one of the most progressive, has already gained con-
siderable favor, as the subjoined table clearly shows. The practice
rests upon the just assumption that a high school should not dis-
credit educational endeavor merely because this is extramural and
'beyond the power of the school to provide. The further assumption
ie ot course included that, in a just and broad evaluation of all educa-
tionahubjects, applied music, in the case of those who are attracted
to it, is not less valuable than liter study, geometry, or other
regular branches; with the additional im cation that education will
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not be less broad if one of these regular hcanches, through each of
one or more of the high-school years; is oxhanged for equivalent
industry and progress in some line of musical practice. If such
advantage is denied, as it has been in the past, many students to
whom music ag an avocation or as a profession would mean much
are forced to abandon it, at the time when practice is most essential,
for the sake of what are to them less desirable and less productive
studies; or else they must abandon the school training in its entirety
and devote themselves to nothing but music, with such scattered
general training in addition as their often meager resources may
permit them to obtain. Between these two extremes it would, seem
that the middle course is desirable, namely, that the State still pro-
vide all that is wished of a general educational nature, and also
supervise the extra-mural study in a way to insure its value to the
student and its right to a place ifta governmental system of education.

TAU,.e 25 pp 1 ird music

Number of students in Length of MUM Credit allowed.
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(7)
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1
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2
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2
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20 281 2 29 513 9I II 18

The letter; from A to T are merely to distinguish separate schools of school systems.
I ( redlteo *to numbers of students taking not reported.

The schuots uesignated E and M have 98 students altogether In violin and other orchestral Instruments.
The school designated I offers t he courses not to high-school students, but to students in seven th, eighth,

and ninth grades.

In addition to the 20 school systems here reported, there are 4 that
report crediting such work in general, but without specification of
the branches recognized or the number of students enrolled in them.
Also 12 school systems reply that the plan is under consideration
by them; and New York City adds to its negative report: "Should
like to see this done." One school, further, applies the plan only
"in special cues."
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Who is to examine and certify to the progress made is a problem
to all contemplating the introduction of this plan. Of the 20 schools
reported, 11 state that the principal of the high school is the judge
(doubtless with all needed cooperation); 3 specify the supervisor of
music as responsible; 1 leaves judgment to a jury from the depart-
ment of music in a near-by college; and 1 designates the board of
education as examiners. The remaining systems give no information
in this respect.

The towns and cities that comprise the 25, grouped by States,
are as follows: Berkeley, Pomona, and San Jose, Cal.; Bristol, Conn.:

_Twin Falls, Idaho; Alton, Aurora, and Oak Park, Ill.; Winfield, Kans. ;
Faris, Ky.; Augusta, Me.; Concord, North Andover, and Westboro,
Mass.; Ann Arbor and Battle Creek, Mich.; Minneapolis, Minn.:
Rahway, N. J.; Norwich and Utica, N. Y.; Ashtabula and Cincinnati,
Ohio; Pawtucket, R. I.; Centralia, Wash.; Superior, Wis.

As this report is going to press additional information describing
a most excellent plan comes in the form of a letter from Dr. Hollis
Dann, principal of the department of music of Cornell University.
Ithaca, N. Y. In connection with it the fact should be Tecorded
that to Dr. Dom himself, in large measure, is due the credit for these
admirable provisions, for which he has labored steadfastly and effi-
cientlz. His statement that the ,plan is not generally known is
borne out by the following facts gained by a brief additional survey
of the reports received. From the State of New York 48 reports
(towns and cities) were received. Two of these, Utica and Norwich,
report that they credit applied music, and Buffalo answers the
query as to whether this is done, "No, but think it soon will be."
The remaining 45 give negative replies that reveal no hint of the
provisions that Dr. Dann reports. That these will soon be trotter
known must be the hope of all interested in musical education.

' Quotations from the letter follow:
No doubt you know that we have a plan in operation in the State of New York which

allows credit for outside music study taken in approved rhools. This scheme was
included in the 1910 syllabus, which is now being revised. It is possible for a student
to secure 35 counts in music toward a 72 count regents' di, Twenty counts are
allowed for regents' examinations in music, as follows:

counts.
Chorus singing and ru&mente of music 2

Elementary harmony 3

Advanced harmony and counterpoint 4

Musical form and analysis 4

Dictation and melody writing .3
History of niuelc and acoustics 4

On completion of this theoretical course 15 counts are allowed for musical practice
for students of regularly accredited and inspected schools on certificate of the princi-
pal. The remaining counts must include history (2 three-hour courses), English
(4 years), and forge language (2 years) and 8 elective counts.

. I
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It is not generally known throughout the State that such a plan is in operation,

and comparatively few students have taken advantag% of this opportunity to major
in music while pursuing a high-school course

(24) How many mixed-voice choral organizations are there in the
community?

(25) Is any one of these choruses conducted by the local supervisor
or special teacher of music?

(26) Is the high-school chorus largely influential in providing recruits
for these choruses?

(27) Is the high-school chorus largely influential in providing recruits
for the chorus choirs of the community?

(28) How many amateur orchestras or instrumental combinations
are there in the community?

(29) Is any on f these organizations conducted by the supervisor
Or sp eacher of music?

(30) 'Is the hig -school orchestra a factor in the maintenance of these
organizations?

Whether high-school music tipends, in the opinion of its teachers and
supporters, to maintain and stinl!ilato the musical activities and
interests of the adults of the community, was the subject of this
inquiry. Of the 476 school systems having music in their high
schools ant' endeavoring hero to answer, a large majority, it will, be
observed, believe that chorus chars are recruited from their high-
school choruses; but less than half feel that the high-school choruses
are influential in recruiting the local choral societies. One-fourth of
those systems report their supervisors of music active outside of the
schools in conducting choruses or orchestras. On the other hand,
a number of supervisors, in towns quite largo enough to maintain
good choral societies, report explanatorily, that there are no organi-
zations of the kind for the supervisor to conduct. To these it may
reasonably be suggested that the supervisor should be a leader in
organizing such societies, if none exist; and especially if ho remains
in the community a number of years his work may be of such char-
acter as to find fruition in the demand for a choral or orchestral
society, which would owe its inspiration to him whether he conducted
it or not. This, though not posgible of fulfillment always, must be
the hope of ell those who, by virtue of their position in the schools,
become directors of the public music.
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. Tema 26.Articulation of high - school and community music.

Population
of towns

and cities.

Under
10,000..

10,000 to
25,000.

25,00(3 to
53T080..

50,000 to
100,01)0

100,0(Klor
over...

t Places
in

Nuns- which
her of super-
places visor is

answer acth e
Ina. Molly

las con-
ductor

Places
in Places

inwhich .which
high- high-school schoolmusic musicrecruits
adult recruitschorusoho-
ruses. choirs.,

Places
In

which
high-
school
orches-

tra
recruits
adult

orches-
tras.

Places
got

Br-
ing.

Places
answer-
ing no
Music

in high
school.

218 47 171 , ' 167 51 37 27

148 33 57 114 46 15 11

Cl 19 33 48 22 7 -

25 : IS 13 1 20 I3 4 3

28 : 14 15 j 19 14 1 3

476
1 119 I 189 '379 146 64 46

I Plus 1 Questionable. Plus 3 questionable:.

The answers to questions 31 and 32 were included iu the report on
orchestras in the high schools.

(33) If there is a people's chorus, or a people's orchestra, does it
meet in a school building or receive any support from the
school

(34) In general, is the musical interest, knowledge, and activity of
the adults of the community largely influenced by the music
in the public schools? If not, why not?

ThE'3 first of these inquiries sought to discover whether "a contri-
bution of the schools to theoculture of the citizens over school age,"
as Supt. Condon, of Cincinnati, Ohio, expressed it, is made, with
respect to must, in many communities. The answers revealed that
a small percentage, 'though perhaps larger than might be expected,
do make such contribution. The second inquiry endeavored to
ascertain the effect of schoOl music upon the community, in the judg-
ment of those interested and in position to observe the facts. This
report, though very favorable, is possibly not justifiably so in fullest
measure; for in many places where answers to preceding questions
revealed almost a total dearth of musical accomplishment in the
schools there was emphatic assertion that the schools were extremely
beneficial musically to the community. On the other hand, there
were unfavorable answers to this question in cases where the school
music Wfiri manifestly of a very high order and most ably adminis-
tered. On the whole, however, optimism predominateddispro-
portionately so, to a considerable extent, as shown by the evidence in
the papers themselves. Nevertheless, that a very large majoritt of
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these hi. :ado judgments are well taken and are amply justified
admits of no quNtion.

TABLE 27.Schnol support for romniunity and influence of school tactic on the, community.

Population
ol ton-es

cl;ies.

Nuntler of towns and
cities reporting as to
school a id fur people's
choruses and ocher
t

School Music Influencing Irene-
flc tally the music of filo com-
munIty.

Not !d None
o uld. given.

Places Places
rerrOgrt-. report-

No." Yes."

Place.4
report-

lug
"Qtles-

ion-
ally."

.veered.

1 to 10,000.. 243 14 to 34 143 23
11),(100 to

25.010....' 152 lI to 22 lm 14 SS
25.04,0 to .

so,oco.. 02 4 le 44 10
:.,o,000 to

tot).noo. 20 I . 3 21 1 I 5
toc,:xn or

II 1 5 21 . 2 4

507 33 34 74 333 43 125 '

Of the 507 towns and cities reporting "No aid" to community
music,' a number may be like the 33 in the next columnhaving no
organizations to which to give aid.

Tho plan recently adopted in Pittsburgh, Pa., should be quoted
here as it is probably- unique in its features and scope; Under the

epartment of special. schools and extension work not only are night-
sc ool classes encouraged, but many social-center groups are formed.
Inc led in the plans for these is encouragement for choral societies,
orches ts, and other musical organizations, as shown by the follow-
ing quotations froth the announcement of the department for the
current year 1913-14: --

While the spirit and ptirposo of educational extension is to provide what the people
need and want, there are certain lines to which special attention will be given.

The organization of choral societies and orchestral clubs is heartily encouraged.
The school buildings are open to such bodies for evening rehearsals, and directote
and all needed equipment will be provided when a sufficient number apply for
orchestral ensemble or chorus practice. All why would enjoy such musical activities
are urged to confer with others of similar tastes in their districts and to lay their plans
before the director of music. I kthe number of members required for separate organize,
lion is riot found in a district, those who so desire are at entire liberty to join any of the
chorusde or orchestras in neighbhrink or central d iatricts.

It is iroposed to form a large central orchestra at the Fifth Avenue High School:
and to continue the choral association in the Allegheny High School which was st,
successfully conducted last year.

If there are Bevel's] choral clubs capable of studying good works, it is hoped that
they may be combined 'at the end of the season to form a large mass chorus competent

5069S° 24-- 4
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to give an, ]lent concert performance of the standard works so studied. The same
plan iaadvired for the orchestras; and if these are of sufficient capability, they could
provide not only orchestral numbers, but could eventually play the accompaniments
'to the chorus excerpts, cantatas, or oratorios that the choral clubs might halts prepared.

Musical study clubs and classes in musical appreciation, harmony, and voice may
also be organized, and plans looking toward such organizations will receive full con-
sideration and all.poseible support.

National groups, group3 compoeed.of those from other lands who wish to preserve
the songs and study the music of their native countries, using their native tongue,
will find the resources of the department at their service, wherever sufficient numbers
are interested.

Opportunity for the promotion of vast musical interests that in past years have had
no similarly convenient and adequate channel for expression is thus thrown open to

. the citizens of Pittsburgh. The resources are theirs, and it is hoped that the widest
use will be made of them.

Under these provisions there are now, in this second year for the
plan, five choral societies, four chorus classes, and one class in voice
culture, with a combined membership of 600, and three orchestras,
with total membership.of 60. The movement is only in its incep-
tion,'but it is gaining strength almost daily.

Places -listed as reporting "Questionably" as to whether their
school music influences beneficially the community music or not,
often state-that they "think it does slightly," or "it may," or "not
as much as it should." All such doubtful reports are listed in this
column.

Among the large cities that state the good effects of school music
upon -the musical life of the community are Rochester, Boston,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Seattle,
and others.

Cincinnati, with good reason, is especially emphatic in this state-
..

ment. There the schools have kept in close touch w the musical
activities of the community, including the biennial f Festivals,
which hold preeminent place among undertakings of th kind. Not
only have great choruses of pupils from the grades partici ted in these,
singing in such works as Benoit's "Into the World," Van er Stucken's
"Pax Triumphans," and Pierne's "Children's Crusade," ut the.adult
chorus has received great benefit, from the musical training so well
begun in the schools. The extent of this influence, as well as other
interesting features of the school work in relation to the community,

. are partially revealed in the quotations which are subjoined, taken
from the report of Walter H. Aiken, supervisor of music in the Cin-
cinnati public schools.

In answer to question 20, "Systematic courses offered in musical
study or practice," Mr..Aiken files the followink with the statement,
"This is an accepted course for professional training."

111111111,
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First year:
English, 4.
Elocution, 1.
German, 5.
Algebra, 4.
Physical training, 2
Chorus, 1.
Music dictation, 1.
Instrumental art outside of school, 10.

Second year:
English, 4.
Elocution, 1.
German, 5.
Geometry or ancient history, 5.
Physical training, 2.
Chorus, 1.
Intervals and chords, 1
Instrumental art outside of school, 10.

Third
English, 4.
Elocution, 1.

Mr sic.

Third pear - Continued.
German or French, 5.
Physics, 6.

Or medieval and modern history, 4.
Physical training (optional).
Chorus, 1.
harmony, 2.
Instrumental art or vocal, 10.
Music appreciation.

Fourth rear:
English, 4.
Elocution, 1.
German or F'rench. 5.

_American history and civics. 5.
-Physical training (optional).
chorus, 1.
harmony or counterpoint, 2.
Vocal and instrumental art, 10.
Music appreciation.
History of music, art.
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22. Is applied music under outside teachers o red i ted ? Yes,' if under school control;
and 60 students are recorded as working under this proviiion.

26. Is the high - school chorus largely influential in providing recruits for these [com-
munity] choruses? Made up almost entirely of former graduates.

33. If there is a people's chorus, or a people's orchestra, (hies it meet in a school build-
ing or receive any support from the school system? People's chorus supported
by schools in connection with night high schools.

34. In general, is the musical interest, knowledge, and activity of the adults of the
community largely influenced by the music in the public schools? Yes;
deeidolly so. The schools participate in great works of art at ow great festivals.

In addition Mr. Aiken proffers the following personal statement
anclprinted regulations:

Music has had a place in Cincinnati schools for 69 years. During this period all of
the pupils in the community, regardless of whether they couldsing of not, have been
under its influence. This is the condition to-day. A technical course or vocational
course has been added as noted below:

MUSIC.

Tho technical course of music is offered in order that the work of the high school
may supplement and strengthen the work as conducted in the college of music andby private-teachers of music It is offered mainly for such pupils as desire to makea serious study of music, with a view to performance, teaching, or composition. Threewho want to be kindergartners will be especially helped by this course, but they.
should also carry "thawing" as an extra.

The course requires that the pupil shall be a student of either instrumental or
vocal art at the colleges or with priNtte teachers, and shall be willing to devote one
and one-half hours per day, outside of the time spent with the school music, to instru-
mental or vocal practice.

Gorman is the language required of the student in this course for the first two years,
after which he malt continue German or study French for two years. Neither botanynor zoology is required in the first year, and in the second year a choice is given
between geometry and ancient history.

The student will take in school, in the first year, oral and written music dictation,
which includes the following: The singing of musical phrase. to pupils, they inium
writing the slime; melody writing, together with the writing of the various major and
minor scales, and a general, re-iew of tho elements. This is followed in succeeding years
with a study of primary chords, of harmony, and musical appreciation.

The art of becoming intelligent liaterIera will receive the attention which it meritsthroughout the four years of the tonne. This course will lead to graduation, but not
admittance to the university. It is a vocational course. All instrumental or vocal
art pursued outside of the school is at the expense et the pupil.
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A pupil is entitled to credit for his instrumental work who shall snore dully pave
the requirements of the examining boards of our reputable colleges or private teachers
and can furnish to the school authorities, upon examination, satisfactory evidence
that he is worthy of such credit.

In St. Louis, articulation of the school music with the best of music
in the community is admirably secured by means of concerts given
by the choruses of high-school students in connection with the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. Several such concerts are given
each season in the beautiful auditorium of the Soldan High School.
One of these programs is submitted herewith. The picture which
it calls to mind of many hundreds of high-school boys and girls
cooperating seriously with a body of advanced musicians in the
production of artistic music can not but be inspiring to all who have
this cause at heart.

Choral-Symphony Concert.

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
MAX ZACH, Conductor

Chorus of High-School Pupils
B. L. COBURN, Conductor

SOLDAN HIGH SCHOOL
Union and Kensington Avenues

Tuesday, March 16th, 1813
8.13 P. M.

Program

I. Overture to "Raymond" Thomas

Chorus
2. (a) Even Bravest Hearts Gounod

(b) When the Foeman Bares His Steel Sullivan

3. (a) Adagio Pathetique Godard

()) Entr' acts Waltz Hellmeaberger

Chorbs
4. (a) Two Grenadiers thumann

(b) Memorial March Chopin

S. "Coppella". Ballet Leo Dean

Nocturne
Waltz
Curtiss

Chorus
6. (a) Gypsy ifits Schumann

0) Song of the Vikings Fanisg

7. Rhapsodic Dance, "The Samboula" Cokridge- Taylor
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One of the most interesting features of this entire report is found
in the statements made as to why school music is not influential in
those places that report it so lacking The most frequent explana-
tion is that the subject is too new in the schools, 14 places so report-
ing. That the place is suburban and has no individual life is reported
from 3 places. In many reports the community is itself roundly
criticized and held to be responsible. and no douli with perfect
justice. "All commercial"; "All for money"; "Care for nothing
but picture shows"; "Only 10 years from sagebrush" (this from a
western town, of course); "Too much society"; "A manufacturing
town"; "A mining town"; "Care only for vaudeville and comic
opera"these are some of the comments made by earnest and
thoughtful superintendents and supervisors upon the towns in which
they are trying to do a good work. One sees a scroll of tawdry, super-
ficial life open before him as he-comes upon one after another of
such -reports. But against these must be weighed the hundreds of
honest optimistic reports, many of them bright with justifiable
enthusiasm, and all confident of still greater results to come when
this comparatively new endeavor shall have gained its full sweep.
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The questionnaire sent to State departments, of education was as
follows:

QUESTIONNAIRE.

1. Is music required in the public schools of the State in grades below the high
school?

2. If so, how long has it been required?
3. If not, was it required at any time in the past?
4. Do the requirements specify the nature and grade of work required?

If so, what are the important specifications?
5. Are "State adoptions" of textbooks made?
8. If so, please give titles and authors of textbooks in music last adopted.
7. Is music required in the high schools of the State?

If so, what is the'nature and extent of the work required?
8. Are special teachers or supervisors of music in the public schools required to pass

examinations before receiving teachers' certificates?
9. If so, kindly check below the subjects in which they are examined.

Elementary theory and sight singing.
Harmony.
Counterpoint.
History of music, aesthetics of music musical appreciation.
Voice.
Piano.
Methods, practice, material.
History of education, pedagogy.
Psychology.

10. Are certificates from schools of music accepted in lieu of examination?
If so, what type of schools are so accredited?

11. If neither examination nor a certificate is required, what' qualifications must
prospective supervisors of music show?

12. Is ah examination in music included in the requirements for a grade teacher's
certificate?

13. If so, what does the examination include beyond rudiments of music?
14. By what means, if any, is the efficiency of the instruction in music in the public

schools of the State ascertained?
15. By what means is such instruction encouraged?
16. Are State specialists or supervisors of music employed?

If so, how Many?
17. Is music taught in reformatory institutions?

This questionnaire was forwarded to 48 States, and to Hawaii,
the Philippine Islands, and Porto Rico. A report that would in-
clude all these was earnestly desired, and a second copy of the ques-
tionnaire was sent to States failing to respond in the first instance.
At the present time (January, 1914), when further postponement of
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the report is inadvisable, Colorado has not replied. The tables and,
percentages given therefore embrace maximum of 47 States. The
reports from Hawaii, the Philippine Islands, and Porto Rico, which
are of unusual interest, are given separate consideration. It will be
noted, however, that all of the 47 States replying are not included
in the total of affirmative and negative replies- recorded for certain
questions. This is due primarily to failure of some States to answer
these questions at all. In other instances the questions are answered
indirectly by statements that reveal practices which do not fall
exactly under the implications of the inquiry. Such special provi-
sions, if they are clearly described and if they are of considerable gen-
eral interest, are given special mention.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(1) Is music required in the public schools of the State below the
high school?

(2) If so, how long has it been required?
(3) If not, was it required at any time in the past? -

The number of States requiring music in the grades is 10; those
not requiring music in the grades number 37. <

Of these 37 States not requiring music, Connecticut quotes a
special statute authorizing any "town school committee to employ
one or more teachers to give instruction in tie rudiments and prin-
ciples of vocal and instrumental music in its several schools." In-
diana answers the question by the words "when locally required."
Massachusetts cites a statute that names music in a large list of sub-
jects that "may be taught in the public schools" (another list of
subjects being required). Oregon replies "optional." South Caro-
lina makes no reply beyond sending, a "course of study for elementary
and high schools," issued by the State department of education,
which includes "singing" in the outline for each grade. Tennessee
reports, "Vocal music is in our course of study." Vermonkreporta,
"The Vermont law does not require music to be taught, but a school
board may provide for such instruction within the townshipor the
joint committee of union of townships for supervisory purposes may
employ an instructor in singing and the State will rebate $200 of
salary paid each instructor, if salary is not less than $600." vir-
ginia answers, " Not absolutely required, but local boards are author-
ized to provide for it." These eight are probably matched by similar
piovisions in other States included among the 37, and are properly
classified in the negative group, with the possible exception of the 2
that include music in their State courses of study. Usually such
State courses are not mandatory, but are rather recommendations of
proper couples. There is little doubt, from other evidence at hand,
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that this is the case with the 2 States now in question and the classi-
fication made is therefore almost sertainly correct.

The following is a list of the 10 States requiring music in the
grades, together with the number of years during which the require-
ment has been in force for each: California, 33 years; Iowa, 14 years;
Kansas, 1 year; Louisiana, 10 years; Maryland, 13 yearS; Nevada, 4
years; Oklahoma, 5 years; South Dakota, 3 years; Utah, not stated;
Washington, "for years."

The geographical element in this list compels attention. Culti-
vation of music is usually a mark of social maturity, yet. here we find
the newer States making early provision for musical development.
The conclusion is that the strong idealism and humanism of the West,
coupled with the opportunity to observe and select from highly
developed social and educational systems of diffe'rent orders, have
resulted in an educational program that at the outset recognizes
values which have come to older Commonwealths by slow stages of
evolutionary development. Climate, and the temperament that results
from it, as well as racial inheritance, may also be factors with regard
to the interest in California; and in Louisiana the Latin racial strain
at an early date bequeathed to the State musical institutions and tra-
ditions that persisted, and grew with the years.

The support given music in the schools is not all measured by the
inquiry as to whether it is or is not a legally required subject. Other
means of support and encouragement will be revealed in later para-
graphs. It is sufficient to mention now that in many States general
interest and demand have all the effect ofJegal enactmentindeed,
more than such enactment would have if unsupported by popular
interestand that in these States advanced work in music is to ho
found in practically every school-district.

No instance was reported of a requirement for music being in force
for a time and later being annulled.

(4) Do the requirements specify the nature and grade of work
required? _ .. If so, what are the important specifications?

There is do nsi d er able difficulty in classifying under general headings
the answers to these queries. Specifications of the nature and grade
of work required are appropriate in outlines issued by State boards
of education rather than in statutory enactments. If the outlines of
a State board are mandatory, as in Utah, for instance, such detailed
outlines are, of course, genuine requirements. In most Stites,
however, such outlines are only recommendations. If the State re-
quires music, these recommendations assume the character of detailed
statements of the legislative purpose, and thus obtain a large measure
of authority; but if music is not a State requirement, they remain
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only recommendations possessing such authority as any recommenda-
tion frorAdistinguished and competent men may bade, and no more.
Work of certain nature and grade can not be said, therefore, to bo
required unless it is specified in the school law, or unless it is specified
by a State board that has, and uses in the specifications, legislative
power; or, stated positively, it may he said to be required if specified
in the ststutes, or by a board with legislative power. These are the
terms understood in the following classifications, both in States iiu
which music (of some nature, not specified) is required by statuke
and in States where it is not required by statute. -

The number of States reporting the nature and grad© of work
required in music (in grades below the high school) as not specified
is 33. In 31 of these States music in the grades is not required at
all; in ' Nevada and South Dakota, it is required in general, though
details o study, we here find, are mot stipulated.

The nu er of States reporting the nature and grade of work
required ii? music (in grades below the high school) as being specified
is 8. They are California, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, Okla-

orna,.Utah, and Washington.
Among the 31 States not requiring music in the grades at all are

found the folloWing, which deserve, special comment:
Arizona reports: "In music our schools are in advance of the law.

The course of study. (State) outlines a plan generally followed by
teachers."

Alabama, Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts, Missouri, Oregon
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin similarly report a
course of study outlined but without mandatory power, except in the
case of,Georgia, which gives limited poWer, as noted later. Probablycof.Georgia,

other States not specifically reporting this plan have it neverthe-
less, and in them, as,in Arizona; the outline may he virtually, if not
nominally, authOritative. At any rate, it is unquestionably of very
great benefit.

State adoption of textbooks has the force of a specification of the
nature and grade of work desired, if not required. It will be seen
later that several of the States making no positive requirement yet
exert a measure of control by at least prescribing that any instruction
giveh shall follow a selection of approved texts.

With regard to important specifications, the following information
was gained. In studying this summary it should be observed that
the specifications are not, in the case of Georgia, State-wide require-
ments, for they are put forth in a State which leaves the study of
music in general to local option. A distinction is therefore made

Lbetween this State and those which require music in all sishools and
then further specify the nature of this required course. This distiiio-

.

. : .

I
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tion is marked by the words "Music required" or "Music not required."
It should be remembered that music in the grades below the high school
only is spoken of here:

.

California.Muaic required. "Each county specifies the work required."
Georgia.Music not required. The nature and grade of work, however, are specified

"in there systems requiring" music at all. Features of these specifications are not
reported.

Iowa. Music required. "Elements of vocal music."
Kartaaa.Music required. "Complete course specified." Features of the speci-

fications not reported.
Lottisiaha.Music required. The printed course of study is riled for detailed in-

formation. This may be summarized by saying that the requirements are those of
any standard series of school music textbooks.

IPMaryland. Music required. Breathing and phonic exercises and daily rote singing
in first two yetirs. "An occasional exercise for instruction following suggestions
contained in song book" added in third year. From this yea; on the teacher is
advised to follow a good textbook.

Oklahoma. Music required. "Elements of musicvocal."
Utah.Music required. The State course of study prescribes music, and ," the use

of the course of study is mandatory." [Details of the course in music not reported.] e
Washington.Musie required. The printed outline in the course of study is cited

for details. The requirements imply the following of regular sets .of school music
textbooks.

(5) Are "State adoptions" of textbooks made?
(6) If so, please give titles and authors of textbooks in music last

adopted.

The number of States reporting that Stan) adopions of music
textbooks are made is 10; the number of States reporting that State
adoptions of music textbooks are not made is 35.

The 10 States reporting State adoptions aro as follows: States in
which music is required (in the grades) Louisiana, Nevada, Okla-
homa, Utah. States in which music is not required (in the grados)
Arizona, Idaho, Oregon, South Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia.

Among the 35 States in which State adoptions are not made are
the following 6 remaining from the group which require music:
California, Iowa, Kansas, Maryland, South Dakota, and Washington.
Of these, Maryland and Washington have county adoptions.

To summarize: Of 35 States that do not have State adoptions 29
do not require music and 6110 require it; and of 10 States that have
State adoptions 6 do not require music and 4 do require it.

Th&2 States remaining, of the 47 reporting, probably do not have
State adoptions. They are States that do not requite music; and
having reported music to be not required, they probably assume that
this implies no prescription of texts. Had texts been prescribed,
they would almost certainly have reported them.

The texts adopted, or put on an approved available.list, by 9 of
-the 10 States following such -a plan are in all cases standard and in-
clude 41 the more widely known series of books. The remaining
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State of the 10South Carolinalists books on other subjects, but
merely specifies "singing" in the place for music twits.

(7) Is music required in the high schools of the State? _ _ If so,
what is the nature and extent of the work required?

'rho number of States requiring music in high schools is 5; the
euriiber of States not requiring music in high schools is 42. It might
be supposed that the 5 States requiring music in high schools would
be among those requiring it in the grades, but this is not invariably
the case. The 5 States requiring high-school music are Arizona,
Indiana, Iowa, Louisiana, and Washington. Of these, Iowa, Loui-
siana, and Washington require music in the grades also (the only
States making complete provision); Arizona and Indiana do not.

The following stgtement summarizes the situation: The States
requiring music in the grades or in the high school, or in both grades
and high school, are Arizona, high school; California, grades; Indiana,
high school; Iowa, both; Kansas, grades; Louisiana, both; Mary-
land, grades; Nevada, grades; Oklahoma, grades; South Dakota,
grades; Utah, grades; Washington, both.

That music sho9ld not belrequired in high schools, even though
required in the grades,,is not surprising kview of the lateness of its
recognition, though thq fact may be deplored; but that it should be
required in high schools without requirement for earlier study in the
grades needs explanation.. This is found in a fact already com-
mented ujon, that music has reached a development in somo-States
that do not require it that quite equals the development in States
that do require it. 'A large number of quotations from the reports
could bo brought to the substantiation of this statement, which is
well known independently to anyone acquainted with the facts.
"Not required, but most schools have it," mCustom has made it
mandatory," are typical of numerous statements made. With
regard to both Arizona and Indiana, for example, the first has already
been reported (under question 4) in just such a statement, and the
writer knows the facts in Indiana to be that an unusually advanced
program of music study is carried out in practically all the grade
schools of the State. The prescription of a high-school course is
therefore only the prciper logical step to take toward further develop-
ment.

Coming to the nature and extent of the high-sthoorwork required,
we find the same conditions prevailing that were discussed in con-
no9tion with this same inquiry as applied to courses in.the grades.
The specifications reported in the 5 States requiring music in the
high schools are as follows:

Arizona. Technical music; history of great composers and familiarity with their
work.

hbdiawa.-One hour per week.
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Iowa.It varies. The statute provides only that the elements of vocal music be
taught in all public sehoOls.

Louisiana. Two periods a week.
Washington. State course. (Chorus practice, orchestra ensemble, and eight sing-

ing are the principal activities conducted under this course. The work, as shown by
reports from a number of high schools, is very progressive.)

As with music in the grades, custom, public interest, and assist-
ance and encouragement from State boards may produce a result.
equal to State-wide requirement. Reports from the high schools
themselves, tabulated, but not thus classified, in the high school sec-
tion of this report, show that high school work of quite as advanced
an order as obtains in the "required" States is the rule in California,
Illinois, Massachusotis (where harmony is a subject frequently
reported), Michigan, and Minnesota. The work in California, as
shown by those separate school reports, is the most advanced to
be found in the United States, and from the proportion of schools
reporting it, seems to he widely followed.

(8) Are special teachers or supervisors of music in the public schools
required to pass examinations before receiving teachers'
certificates?

(9) If so, kindly check below the subjects in which they are examined.
for ther subjects.)

The broad statement may he made that regulations covering these
points are in chaotic condition and are very unfortunate. The dif-
ficulty Seems to be that the special subjects, having entered the schools
lately, came after legislative enactment had taken place which did
not foresee them. With no- specifii provision made in advance, it
has followed that almost anyone could obtain a liconie to teach music
under clauses that proclaimed merely that the applicant should -

"show fitness." If musical standards were higher and musical tra-
dition of -en advanced order were better established, such clauses
would work but little harm, But where there has been no music
whatovor in a school, the local boards of education htive little defi-
nite conception of the results that should be expected or of the qual-
ifications necessary to a supervisor who would achieve such results.
Consequently, a teacher may be employed who has merely a little
local musical prestige as singer,-pianist, orchestral player, or what
not, and the weak and commonplace results that follow are ascribed
to the weakness and undesirability of music itself as a subject for
study in public schools.

It seems obvious that a teacher of music in our public schools
sh n have a reasonably good general education (say of high-school
graduate standard), should have made some study of. education
(psychology, pedagogy, history of education, methods, practice),

111811.11111111111
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and should be well educated as a musician. In short, he should be
generally enlightened and should be prepared as a teacher and as a
musician.

Persistently, however, some of these elements (sometimes all) are
disregarded in bestowing licenses to teach. Naturally, great variety
of evidence as to the possession of any of these qualifications must
be allowed. Diplomas from high schools, normal schools, colleges,
and other institutions may be accepted in lieu of examinations in
general subjects; but if these are lacking, the general enlightenment of
the applicant should bo obligatorily tested by reasonably broad and
searching examination, with the proviso that a certain number of
years of conspicuously successful experience may be accepted in-
stead. Certified courses iii teachers' training schools, or normal
schools, or Ronne departments, should similarly be rated as equaling
examinations along pedagogical lines; btu if these are lacking, exam-
inations should be obligatory, unless, again, they are waived in view
of, lot us say, five years of notably successful experience. The same
varieties of evidence with regard to ability along specifically musical
lines should be demanded and accepted; but with all this diversity,
the requirement of valid evidence of ability, of the three kinds stated,
need not be lost sight of. Many cities have eligibility requirements
that satisfactorily Moot all theee demands, and that make demands
for good moral character and acceptable personality in addition.
Tho State should at least be on an equality with any of its cities in
this respect, and should be in position to lead and to guard those
local systems that. have mot this responsibility lass successfully.

The answers received are indicated in the statements here made.
It should be stated in advance that failure to examine does not neces-
sarily imply failure to ascertain by any moans the qualifications of
the candidate; also it should be borne in mind that these are State
requirements, and may be added to locally.

Special teachers or supervisors of music are not obligatorily ex-
amined in 24 Statcs. To these should be added Connecticut, Okla-
homa, and Washington,

Connecticut reports: "State teachers' certificates are issued only
upon examination." This is probably the same provision that,Okla-
homa makes. Oklahoma reports: "Examinations are provided for
State certificates in this branch.; though some cities do not require an
examination." Washington reports: "Special certMc"tes provided
for those who show fitness."

Three States give no information.
The States requiring examinations (though witl( many qualifica-

dons as to 'credentials accepted in lieuof examinations) number 17.
Mgdifying statements with regard-to these 17 States will be found

in the report of answers received to the next two questions. Such
>
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statements, which weaken the force of the examination provision,
when taken in conjunction with answers to the next two questions
made by States classified as not requiring examinations, will be seen
to bring the two groups far nearer to an equality than their separa-
tion here would imply.

When examinations are given, their subjects appear below under
the 17 States classified as requiring examinations:

Arizona.Elementary theory and bight singing; harmony; history of music, es-
thetics of music, musical appreciation; voile,'; piano ("other instruments too ");
methods, practice, material; history of education, pedagogy.

California.English grammar; orthography; defining; methods of teaching; music..
Delaware.No specifications.) .

Indiana.Elementary theory and sight singing; harmony; counterpoint; history of
'music; esthetics of music, musical appreciation; methods, practice, material. "O'ne
examination under heading of 'magic.' "

Kansas. "Required to hold regular teacher's certificate.
required."

Louisiana.Elementary theory and . sight singing; harmony; history of music,
aesthetics of music, musical appreciation; methods, practice, material; history 6f
education, pedagogy; psychology.

Maryland.A regular teacher's certificate is required by the provisions of the law.
Massachusetts. "It (the school committee) shall select and contract with the

teachers of the public schools, shall require full and satisfactory evidence of their
mA.1 character, and shall ascertain by personal examination their qualifications for
teaching and their capacity for the government of schools; or in lieu thereof may
accept the diplomas granted by the State normal schools of this Commonwealth to
their graduates."

Michigan. The question as to whether supervisors are required to be examined is
answered:. "Yes, or to have completed a satisfactory course." (The phases of a
possible examination in music aro not specified.)

ifissouri.For five-year special State certificates: Pedagogy; elementary psychol-
ogy; literature; writing; physics; physiology; music.

New Jersey."An applicant for a special certificate to teach music must be exam-
ined in history of music, methods in =islet and musical material used in schools, and
must also filo teetimonials from two qualified teachers of music.'d

North Dakota.Elementary theory and sight singing; harmony; history of music,
esthetics of music, musical appreciation; voice.

Ohio.Elementary theory and sight singing; harmony; counterpoint; voice; meth-
ods practice, material; history of education; pedagOgy; psychology.

Oklahoma.Elomontary theory and sight singing; harmony; counterpoint; history
of music; esthetics of music, musical appreciation; voice; methods, practice, material.

Permsyfrania.Elementary theory and eight singing; methods, practice, material;
history of education, pedagogy.

Witteortain." If teacher has not the general qualifications, special license may be
gninted." [No details are given.]

Wyoming.[No details of the reported required examinations are given.]

It is probable that some of these provisions apply only to State
beard examinations and are not required by the State in local
aglminations. A number of States rport this plan, but-are there-

No special examination
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upon placed in the " not required " list. The plan may safely be
assumed. in additional States that did not specifically report it.

It is worthy of note that in Kansas a regular teacher's certificate
is the requirement. This condition is found in degrees elsewhere.
(see Maryland, Massachusetts, and Wisconsin above) and is a sign
of the fact commented upon' some pages back, that certification of
,T a de teachers was early provided for by laiv, and that special
teachers, coming later, have had but little provision made for them.

Rhode Island reports: "They havd,to show certificate:of prepara-
tion and training." This may be more properly an answer to
Question 10.

(10) Are certificates from schools of music accepted in libu of
examination? If so, what type of schools are so
accredited?

(11) If neither examination nor a certificate is required, what quali-
fications must prospective supervisors of music show?

:The answers to these two questions show that very great variety
of evidence of fitness may be accepted. An adequate statement of
the facts would require the presen' tion of an analysis of the laws
of each State for the certification uf teachers. The larger findings
only can here be summarized.

Certificates from schools of music are reported as accepted in 27
States. The following four States are classified as not accepting such
certificates:

Connecticut. reports: "Such certificates net accepted by State."
Presumably they may he accepted locally.

Indiana reports:'" No; all applicants for licenses must haVe had
certain required pedagogical courses or a minimum of one year in
a recognized school of music."

Kansas, as 'has been seen, requires a regular teacher's certificate;
hence music credentials alone are not accepted.

Tennessee answers negatively, but adds, in answer to question 11,
-No specified qualifications."

The remaining 15 States do not answer directly on this point of
accepting certificates from music schools. Ax swers that are of inter-
est because of exceptional, provisions made, or because they are
typical, follow. Some of these are from States included in the 27
above grouped; others are from the group of. 15 States not yet
recorded.

Arkansas, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetta, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, South Dakota, and West Virginia report that the require-
mints' are left to local boards. This may be true of many .0thar
States not specifically so reporting.
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13alifornia: -"Must pass examination or show satisfactory credh-
tials; e. g., normal or college degree, together with graduation from
some school of music."

Georgia: "The law reads ' training in a specialty in the science
and art of teaching.' "

Idaho: Credits "Boston Conservatory; universities- having special
music departments."

Iowa: "The two-year course in public-school music at the Iowa
State Teachers' College and similar courses in several other Iowa
colleges are accredited."

Kentucky and Mississippi answer "None" to the question, "What
qualifications must prospective supervisors show ?"

Missouri accept's certificates from standard schools of music "in
lieu of part of the examinations" only.

Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, -and New York report that they
credit courses in institutions when these courses provide at least two
years' work beyond the high school, or are in normal schools approved
by the Statasuperintendent.

Montana accredits "musical departments of State normal schools"
and some private schools.

New Jersey accepts like certificates "when State in which schools
are located accepts them."

Nevada accredits "any standard music school."
Oklahoma reports "various types" of schools as being accredited.
Wisconsin credits schools "looked up by the board of examiners

and found to be adequate." .

(12) Is an examination in music included in the requirements for a
grade teacher's certificate?

(13) If so, what doe's the examination include beyond rudiments of
music?

14jihe first of these questions is of supreme importance. The report
from public-school systems gives conclusive evidence that in the
overwhelming majority of school systems the grade teaches carry
on the work in music under thf direction' of a supervisor. This
being the case, success' is necessirily dependent upon the musical
knowl2dge of the grade teacher. The_ansWdrft.here received do not
augur well for such success.

'The number of States reporting, that an examination in music is
not sequired of grade teachers is 36; the number of States reporting'
that an examination in music is required of grade teacheisifs 4.

The following qualifying statements apply to States included in
the first group (not requiring examinations):

In four of these States the grade teacher must be examined in
music if the subject is Imlay required.
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In Arizona examination is not required, "but employment may-
depend on it."

New Jersey makes music an elective subject for a 'permanent
certificate.

Wisconsin reports: "No; except where teacher is a graduate of a
normal school. All normal schools have music in their courses
(usually 20 weeks)."

The four States rtporting affirmatively as to examinations for
grade teachers are California, Iowa, Kansas, and -North Dakota.
Kansas qualifies her answer by the words "for State certificates and
higher grades of county certificates," and North Dakota specifies

only for primary certificates."
In answer to the question as to what the examination includes,

'six States report "rudiments only," or " not much beyond the rudi-
ments." The six are California, Kansas, Minnesota, Nevada, Okla-

.homa, and Pennsylvania. New Jersey, in addition to this provision,
includes methods, song material, teaching of rote songs, careof child
voice, treatment of monotones, and other like topics.

California reports: "Rudiments only; but we have few teachers
from examinations; S5 per cent arenormal or universitytrained."

North Dakota reports "a &rough knowledge of the subjoet" as
required in the examination.

(14) By what means, if any, is the efficiency of the instruction in
music in the public schools of the State ascertained?

TABLE 28.---Effirienry of instruction in tousle in public srfoaq ascertained.

Nut at all (by Stay: means)
No answer
"Compel " Ari

states
21
17

1By high, odl tife4tors (Indiana, Missouri, North Dakota.. .
By oc al aeports (last one in 1905) (Massachusetts)
"A dep ent of the State teachers has been formed looking toward this end"

(New Hampshire)
1

By reports from local authorities (New York)
1By the union superintendents (Vermont)

"Only in a general way thmugh the superintendents" (Wisconsin'

Total
47

(15) By what means is such instruction.encouraged?
Arizona."By contests at the university, where modish, are awarded."
California."Normal schools give courses; university Also; numerous special

teachers; many institute conductors; by county superintendents."
Florida. "Frequently by having a mule teach work independently in a mom

near the pgblic school."
Georgia.-"Through the example ot the larger systems."

.15061)8*-14--6
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/llinois."Knowledge of-music is required by many school boards. The five State
normal schools require courses in music for graduation." .

Iowa. "The music teachers' section of the Iowa State Teachers' Association has
been effective in raising the standard of instruction in music in publit schools."

Kansas."Through official course of study for graded.erhools, high schools, and
kerma' institutes."

Louisiana."None, except special teachers of music in high schools." (This State,
however, requires that music be taught in grades and high schools.)

Mickyan."The demand for the work."
Missouri."By strongly recommending in course of study."
Nebruska."Only by local authorities." . *

New Hampshire."Almost all towns cf any size maintain special teachers of Inilsi.:.
, All cities do so." .

New Jersey." Normal schools and eummer normal schools."
New 1feitico.-00utlites in institute mandals and courses of study for common

schools. 'At teachers' meetings."
New York.-"Allowance of teacher's quota for the employment of special 111115ir

teacher." -
Ohio."By the public, boards of education, and the superintendent. The senti-

ment for music is very pronounced."
Oklahoma."By propaganda,from supervising school officials."

.. South Dakota."The law in this State has donoittle to pmmote the teaching of
music in the public schools, since it provides that no teacher shall be reftlis,(1 a cer-
tificate because of inability to pass an examination in music.''

Tennessee." It receives but little encouragement in this State."
17...-rnwnt." Union superintendents."
Virginia."Frequent public gatherings of school patrons and others, at which the

more skilled pupils aing or play. Its popularity is attested by the fact that them are
38,824 pupils studying music in Virginia-31,17,7 in cities and 7,647 in (mint ies

Washington. '.'Credit allowed on high-school diplomas." sr ,
West Virginia."Work in music is definitely outlined tot primary grades in State

course of study." .

Wisconsin."In general- through institutor, meetings, etc., held by snperintend-
ents."

The remaining 23 States-reporting returned no answer.

(16) Are State specialists or supervisors of music employed?
If so, how many?

None are employed in 42 States; 5 States ni ke no answer.

(17) Is music taught in reformatory institutio s? .

TABLE 29.Music in reformatory institutions.

Not answered
Music not taught
"It is to become a feature of taiching there" (Arizona)
No special requiren Jersey)
"Have none in the State" (Nevada) .,
'Music "only for morning exercises," etc. (Tennessee)
Music taugfit 21

Autas.
17

5

Total 47
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The 21 States reporting'idlirmatively are as follosts: Idaho, Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, New York, North Dakota, 'Ohio, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wis-
jonsin.

Ohio answers, " Yes, and with good effect."

REPORTS FROM PORTO RICO, THE PHILIPPINES, AND HAWAII.t
The reports from Porto Rico, the Philippines, and Ilawaii, have

been reserved for the conclusion of this review. They are here given
in full, the questions omitted being only such as received no answers.
Such failure to answer is usually due to the questfons being pointless
in the light of other answers made, or to their inquiring about features
which are not present at air in tbe system reported. In this latter
case failtire to reply-.is usually equivalent to a negative statement,.
Reference to the complete questionnaire printed at the begimung of
this section of our report will make this clear.

PortNice.

I. Is music required in the public schools in grades hel,iw the high crhool? No.
3. If not, was it require ll at any; imo in the past? No.
5. Are "State adoptions" of textbooks made? No.
7. Is music required in the high schools? No:
S. Are special teachers or supervisors of music in the public schools required to pass

examinations before receiving teachers' certificates? No.
12. Is an examination in music included in the requirenittfits for a grade teacher's cer.

tificate? No. ,

16. Are State specialists or supervisors of music employed? No.
17. Is music taught in reformatory institutions? No.

The Philippine Islands.

I. Is music required in the public schools in grades below the high school? Yes; in
all grades.

2. If so, how long has it been required? For morn than 10 years.
4. Do the requirements specify the nature and grade of work required. Yes.

If so, what are the important specifications? In all grades from 3 to 5.days' work
each week; periods ranging-from a few minutes to 20 minutes, following the
regular school vocal course, from published charts. texts, and songbooks.

5. Are "State adoptions" of textbooks made? Yes.
6. If so, please give titles and authors of textbooks in music last adopted.

Standard course of study in vocal music for the public schools of the Philippine Island..
1906. Rev. 1910. (Bureau of EdUcation Bull. P.1.)

PrimePrimer of vocal music, by Eleanor Smith (Modern music ben). Silver, Burdett & Co.
First book in vocal music, by Eleanor Smith. (Modern music sm.) Silver, Iluttleit

& Co.

r

book in vocal Music, by. Eleanor Smith. (Modern music gm) Silver, Bur-
dett & Co.

Abridged academy songbooli, by 0. H. Lovormore. Gina & Co.
American songbook. Orville Brewer Pub. Co.
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Alternate third book of vocal music, by Eleanor Smith. (Modem music eer.) &l-
iter, Burdett & Co.

Beacon song collection, by H. Griggs. Silver, Burdett & Co.
7. Is music required in the high schools? Yee.

If so, what is the nature and extent of the work required? Continuing the work
of the elementary schools.

8. Are special teachers or supervisors of music in the public schools required to pass
examinations before receiving teachers' certificates? No special music exam-
ination.

16. Are State specialists or supervisors of music employed? Yes; perhapt, a half dozen
might lie so called.

17. Is music taught in reformatory institutions? The Government maintains none.

The strength of these provisions. dese;Ives far mote than passing
notice. Few States of our own land have better regulations. They are
in harmony with the spirit of the people, who are fond of music and,
among the better classes, well acquainted with its literature. Many
will remember the Philippine band which played' at the World's Fair
in St. Louis. Manila also maintains a symphony orchtra of 70
players, practically all of whom, if the names are taken as evidence,
are Spanish. Their first program for the season of 1912-43 included
the Overture to Der Freischutz, Dvorak's Ncw World Symphony,
and other numbers which, like these, place the' programsmn n level
with those familiar to patrons of our own greatest orchestraS. If ttio
account were not foreign to our present purpose, much of great interest
might be quoted from the booklet issued by this orchestra. The aim
is educational and the labor unselfish. A long list of instruments that
have been contributed to it by loyal supporters'appears on ono.page.
A list of the compositions in its library is also given, and presents a
Most commendable repertoire. Most of these compositions, says
the forewoz4., "have been generously presented," and we find "The
Orchestra" itself credited with the.presentation of 12 numbers, the
Monday Musical C4tb with 7 numbers (the Beethoven symphonies,
third to ninth, italksive), and several individuals with the remainder.
Some idea, .of the iritel%st and spirit of members and patrons may be
gained-from these facts.

7"'Nererrite0 of Hawaii.

This report is transcribed in its entirety. It is recommended to the
4parneet attention and cordial good grace's of all interested in the
promotion of musical progress. a No other report received among
those frord State departments describes so thorough and efficient

plan of organization and administration. Its place at the end of
e aeries is appropriate, for it may be justly regarded as an exemplar

our various States might well endeavor to approach.
1. Ia magic required, in the public schools in grade below the high school? Yes.
2. If fp; how long has it been required?-8ince 1897.
8. .If not, was it required at any time in the past?(No
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4. Do the requirements specify the nature and grade of work required? Yee.
If so, what are the important specifications? Begin with rote songs, then con-

' tinue with song singing and sight reading in tonic sol-fa and staff notation
(Grades I-IV). Chorus work (Grades V-VII I) . Special attention to ear training
and tone production throughout the grades.

5. Are "State adoptions" of textbooks made? Yes.
6. If so, please give titles and authors of textbooks in music last adopted. Tonic

Sol-Fa I, H, III (Batchellor) Silver Song Series (Silver Burdett Co.); Educa-
tional Reader (Ginn & Co.); Laurel Music Reader (Birchard & Co.); Songs
We Like to Sing (Ginn de Co.); and suppl "mentary music.

7. Is music required in the high schools?No regular course.
If so, what is the nature and extent of the work required?[No answer.]

8. Are special teachers Or supervisors of music in the public schools required to
pass examinations before receiving teacher's certificates? Yea.

9. If so, kindly check below the subjects in which they are examined:
Elementary theory and sight singing.Yes. Harmony. Yes: Counterpoint.

No. History of music, aesthetics of music, musical appreciation.Yes.
Voice. -'Yes. Piano.Yes. Methods, practice, material.Yes. History
of education, pedagogy.Yes. Psychology.Yes.

10, Are certificates from schools of music accepted in lieu of examination?Yes.
If so, what type of schools are so accredited?Schools and colleges which give

courses in public-school music.
II, If neither examination nor a certificate is required, what qualifications must

prospective supervisors of music show?[No answer.]
Is an examination in music included in the requirements for a grade teacher's

certificate ? It
1l. If soq what does the examination include beyond rudiments of music ? Indi-

vidual sight reading, ear training, song interpretation, elements of harmony,
and methods.

14. By what means, if any, is the efficiency of the instruction in music in the public
schools ascertained ? By close supervision.

i5. By what. means is such instruction encouraged?rTeachent' classes, summer
school, supervision.

16. Are State specialists or supervisors of music employed7Yes.
If so, how many7Three or four.

17. Is music taght in reformatory institutions? Yes.

Provision fpr high-school music'is all that is lacking in this report.
The replios'to questions 4, 8, 9, 12, and 13 are of especial interest

and value. one can justly maintain. that these pfovisions are
unreasonable tir impracticable, or are, indeed, anything but sensible
and efficient. Such provisions bhould unquestionably be included
in the laws ofl every State. They' represent competent legislative
direction of a phase of education that is now here in stalwart propor-
tions,' alid, that but for lamentably tardy legislative and scholastic
understanding and provision would longsince have taken its place
16 one of the strongest and Most desirable elements in our educa-
tional system instead of being what, through neglect, it now oftet1
is, an alien activity, without standards and achieving strange and
unworthy results.
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REPORT OF NEBRASKA STATE MUSIC COMMITTEE.

Special atttentin is called to the report of the Nebraska State
Music corumitiee, abstracts from which are given herewith. This
report represents a notable advance in provision for musical educa-
tion, and is deserving of the most careful and sympathetic study.

REPORT OF THE NEBRASKA STATE MUSIC COMMITTEE TO THE UNIVERSITY OF
NF.BRASKA AND THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.

MUSIC COURSES.

The following courses.arc presented for high schools having competent instructors
in music:

COURSE I.

Chorus singing must include the instruction necessary for correct part singing,
interpretation, and the principles of correct voice production to be taugheincidentally.
Two periods a week with a program each semester requiring at least four hours of 'extra
work, including the rendition of the program. Pupils less musal should be required
to do some home practice. Ore( lite. one-fourth each semester. Total credits possible,
two.

OURSE

Band or orchestra on same basis ;is chorus. Total credits possible for both com-
bined, three.

COURSE III.

Special orchestral course. Because orchtsttra ensemble is so valuable in music odu'-
cation, it. being susceptible of the highest artistic development of any kind of music
that can be performed in high schools, and since a good orchestra is such a 'valuable

. organization in raising the artistic standard and in creating and fostering school spirit,
this special course is offered. Players in the orchestra who are taking one private
lesson of 30 minutes each creek ass one lesson in appreciation may substitute two
hours, 120 minutes, of prepared orchestral ensemble each week in place of theory
and harmony to earn one credit each semesters credits possible, six. This
course must not be taken unless the instructor be a special orchestral conductor who
thoroughly understands stringed instruments and has had considerable experiencu
in orchestral work. The tirivate lessons of this course are under the same regulations
as those in applied music in Course V.

COUR -E IV.

Music appreciation study may be based upon the courei): for high schools by Anne
Shaw Faulkner, published by the Victor Talking rifachine Co. "Appreciation of
Music," by Thomas N,}'. Surrette and I). G. Mason, published by the llamilton W.
Gray Co., New York City, and Baxter Perry's "Analysis of Famous Piano Compo- .

sitions" are valuable contributory material. Local artists and mechanical musical
instruments should be used in giving this course. Also the private students who are
well advanced should give some of the selections. The work of this course is to study
the form and structure of diffetent kinds of music,, to lealn the leading composers
and become familiar with many of the famous ctimpositions, to study styles of yarimis

kWts by means.of the sulking machine, and to get a definite ides of good interprets-
on. Credit, one-fifth each semester. This course is open to anyone, whether ho is

taking other music work or not. It is required of every one who takes credit fbr private
study.

coven r.

Applied MUI110. Private lessons iu piano, -orgaq, Voice;/ or principal instrument of
the symphoUic orchestra (violin, viola, cello, flute, clarinet, cornet, -or trombone), .
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studied outside of school, may be credited as follows: Two lessons of 30 minutes each,
or the equivalent, per week with a private teacher, a minimuw preparation of three
hours being given each lesson. If one lessen of 30 minutes is taken, the minimum
preparation should be four hours. Each student receiving credit for private instruc-
tion must also take loo lemons each week in theory and harmony and one lesson each
week in musical appreciatioh, all le-isons requiring ,weparation. Credits, one-fifth
f,,r each lesson each semester. Total credi use III, tern each year.

If only one lesson per week is taken priy:itel, the complete credit will be four-
fifths each semester and the additional fraction may be secured in one of the other
music courses.

[Noce. No school should attempt to give rmlit'in private music work unless the
theory and harmony and appreciation can be taught in the school regularly by a coin-

;pel at instructor.)
ritate work must be examined either at the end of the year or at the end of each

semester by an impartial and competent examiner. The priKate teacher must report
quarterly to the high-school principal, stating the technical work required during
the quarter, giving the scope and quality of the pupil's accomplishment, giving a
list of the compositions studied, defining the extent to which the study was carried,
and indicating the proficiency of the pupil by a grade as used in the high school.
These reports are to be made 'in duplicate on blanks provided by the school. One
report shall be signed by the teacher, the other left unsigned. The unsigned copies
shall be the basis for the examination.

Before a pupil is accepted for credit in private lessons his parents or guardian
should agree to see that the proper amount of practice is performed by the pupil.
The private teacher should cooperate with the school in securing adequate results.
The examiner should refuse to give credit to any student whose work is below standard.

COL;RsE vI.

Theory and harmony may be gi vett in classes twice each week. It should comprise
work equal Mille scope of the theory work in the "Progressive Series,"- by Godowsky,
published by the Art Publication Society of St. Louis, or it may follow the work se
taught by any standard consOrvatory of Inusic.

It is retommended that the " Progressive Series" of piano lessons mentioned above
should he made the basis for the piano instruction, or that the course be equal to that
series in comprehensiveness and system.

GENERAL REGULATIONS.

Few high schools should attempt to carry out all these courses, but should center heir '
efforts on the courses that can best be handled and that best serve their interests.

Each school offering music credits for graduation should provide the high-school
inspector a complete synopsis of the work offered.

No student may receivemore than eight credits in music. ..

All who register for credit. in piano or violin during -the year 1914 must have had at
least one year's work of not fewer than 40 lessons.

After 1914 all who register for credit in piano or violin must have had at least two
years? Work of not fewer than 80 lessons. This is intended not only to raise the stand-
ard of work for private made study and to place the quality of the music work esu an
equal basis with other high-school subjects, but to emphasize the fact that one who
has not had considerable trainis in piano and violin before the high-school age can
not hope to accomplish much it music. .
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COURSES FOR TRAININO TEACHERS OF MUSIC.

In investigating the opportunities offered for the training of teach-
ers of music the following questionnaire was used :'

QUESTIONNAIRE.

1. Is a clainie offered for training teachers of music?
2. If so, how many years are required to complete that mum?
3. Is the coarse designed .for the instruction of grade teachers or for the tmining of

supervisors of music?
4A. Synopsis of course in music for grade teachers
4It. Synopsis of course for training supervisors
5. What &greets are conferred?
6. Aro summer courses offered?
7. Does the school provide night chases?

In all, 164 institutions divided among 42 States are included in
the subjoined report.. These institutions are State normal schools,
private normal
the State normal' schools are ninny county normal schools, of which
latter class Wisconsin and Michigan especially report a number.

Included among the city training schools and private normal
sehyols are six kindergarten schools. As the training in music of
prospective kindergarten teachers is of very great importance, such
answers as were given were included in the tables wherein they
receixe special designation.

With- these qualifications the division among the three classes of
schools reporting is as follows: umber of St atenormal schools, 106;
number of private normalsehools, 46: number of city training normal
schools, 12; total, 164.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
4.4

The provisions in general made by these schools for training teachers ,
of music are set forth in Table 30, which covers tho following'ques-
dons:

tr

(I) Is a course offered for training teachers of music?
(3) Is the course designed for the instruction.of grade teachers or

for the training of supervisors of music?

I Main topics oily us giV011.
72
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TABLE 30Number of schools and provision of courses.

C'ours.es.
IStab and

schools.ools..

City
training
schools.

No music coursolloffcred I 1 2 3
Courses for instruction of grade teacher 60 !i s 1
/74ratr. g.t,...rptergli01 !N:f qors or music I i

courses . ..1 grade tear tvrs and supervisors ........... ... 21

Private
normal
schools.

Total.

19 34

} fr!

6

37

164Total 106 j
I

12 46

Six State and six county. I Kindergarten schools.

it will be observed that it number equal to 20 per cent of all these
schools, the business of which it is to prepare at least- the giade
teacher for work, offer no training in music whatever. Three of thee
schools are city training schools in cities which include music among
the subjects 'regularly taught in the grades. One of these latter,
however, reports that the question " is now under discussion by a
special committee appointed by the board of education."

Of the 164 institutions, 43 make some provision (the nature of
which will he seen later) for the training of supervisors of music.
While the city training schools, the kindergarten schools, and the
county normal schools that are included in the 164 could not be
expected to make such provision, this number its yet too,,small in
relation to the almost univerml demand for music in our public
schools. Only 34 State institutions put of 87 (omitting 19 county
normal schools), or, roughly, about 'two-fifths, make provision for
training'supervisors of music. As a result, our supervisors are trained
in private music schools or under private music teachers as musicians
rather than as teachers, or are trained in normal schools as teachers
rather Until as musicians. A judicious balance in these two phases
of training is urgently needed; and the normal schools, with their
institutional strength, their corps of affiliated music teachers, and in
connection with their )resent offerings of instruction in music for
grade teachers could more readily than any other agency undertake
and successfully carry forward such courses.

110,

(2) If a course for training teachers of music is given, how many
years are required to complete that course?

As two possible courses are under investigation, the answeis to this
question are divided into two tables. In counection with the courses
for grade teachers, it was found that the year was too large a unit of
measurement for a number of sekools. This will be noted in the
terms of the table following.
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The prceentatibns in these tables' are of only. general value. The
number of years during which a course is run is but a slight guide as
to its strength, since the number of weeks in the scholastic year, and
s matter of far greater importancethe number of hours a week
given to the'snbject are the real determinants. These features are
reported in detail in later tables. Further, the answers were made
often to apply to the, length of the entire normal course within which
some study of music was included; and the uncertainty resulting
could'not always be eared away by resorting to the later detailed
answers. Where the in efiniteness was beyond solution, no tabula-
tion was attempted; ant this accounts for totals in these tables that
are below the nunther of schools reporting courses in music of some
nature and length.

TABLE 3 I .-- Length o f coarse for grade tealrherx in schools re-parting:

of courses.

1

State and. City Private
e'""11y t ruining fibrilla'normal slo.ds. schools.schools.

eekc

- -

a
'Mill no weeks 4

Ono-half yaw It
One year 1 er
One and onehal yo,r,
Two years
Two and ono-halt ennr.
Three years 3
Four years
Five years

1Total .1... 8

Ono kindergarten training school. 'Two kindergarten tralnivz schools.

The attention given to music by city training-schools is deserving
of notice and all praise. In the section of this report dealing with
music in .high schools, it will be found, further, that many city high
schools.requird.strong courses in music for prospective teachers. A

plan that includes both of these provisions must prove to be highly
effective.

TA nl.r, 32.- Length of eourses for an perrihors in achooti reporting.
ga

School..
year. 1l yew*.

!
I

Stator normal *Awls
1

i 5
Private normal twirls . 1

Total I 5

___...... . .

I,ength of course.

3 years.

I

9

I years.

3
2

5

Sort
years.

31

I I 42

years.

I

I

2 years.

It
3

19

2i
years

1

1
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4-A. Synopsis of course in music for grade teachers.

Reference to the questionnaire will show that not only was a state-
ment requested of the branches taught, but that, further, the 'inquiry
was directed toward ascertaining the number of weeks and the num-
ber of hours a week given to each branch, together with the textbooks
used in each. For convenience' these data are separated into two
tables, the first. of which records only the provisions made for teaching.
the subjects named to sonic extent. The comparative strength of
these provisions is a presentation, reserved for the second table.

TABLE 33.Bvinclicq taught in the rourzles-in masse jar grade (MARTS.

Branches taught.
Slate

normal
schools.

Elementary theory and sight singing 91

Ear training, dictation, and melody writing 61

Biography of musicians, history of music, nthetics of music, and
47musical appreciation

IfethodS, theory, and practice 60

Voice management (class instruction)

Practice teaching 1 49

City
training
schools.

3

3

Private
normal
sclmols.

Total.

19
r2
10

1

10

12
12

2

117
2

74
' I
541

77
71
a

*61
1

Kindergarten. . 49 required: I optional. AI required: 1 option4i.

Consultation of Table 30 shows that 124 Schoo Is in all reported
courses for grade teachers (among them 6 kindergarten schools). In
the present table it is seen that no one of the subjects is maintained
in all of these schools without exception, though naturally so funda-
ineptal a brunch as elementary theory and sight singing is offered in
almost all.

Further comparative study of the two tables reveals that the five
schools not now reporting work in elementary theory and sight singing
are classified as follows: One city -training school, one city kinder-
garten training school, three private kindergarten schools. That a
kindergarten School should ignore the rudiments of music is not so
serious, it may be admitted, as that a school for grade teachers should
do so; but it is still an unfortunate omission. On the other hand, the
kindergarten schools, comparatively, plaCe more stress on teaching
voice management. This subject certainly, because (4 ita importance
in kindergarten practice, both in point of the amount of time giyen
to singing and because here the child forms. his first vocal habits,
deserves all the place accorded it and very much. more, for three out
of six kindergarten schools here recorded do not report any such activ-
ity. That more extended inquiry would reveal more of such short,
somitig will be the kesuniptive opinion of almost all supervisors of
musie\who have observed widely the nature-of the vocal practice of

. many kindergarten children, or who have become aware of ita result.
AD
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.in first-grade singing, With study of the child's voice as a principal
e other branches could then follow advantageously tobranch,

whate er extent circumstances permitted.
ti

E training, dictation, and melody writing are given far more
attention, it-will be noted, than they receive in public-school music
teaching. This gives encouraging outlook1 for future activity of, the
kind in tl public-school grades.

The study of methods, it would seem, should be a constant feature;
yet-it, is reported in but. approximately two-thirds of the schools.
Practice teaching, also, Winch would be of inestimable value, 'is not.

'Ilk 4
accorded its rightful place, being a feature in but a few more than half
of the reported courses.

'The next table summarizes the results of an attempt to estimate.thb
strength of the courses in music provided for prospective grade
teachers. . .

The principles and standards maintained ill foriliig the estimates
need to he carefully reviewed before the table itself is studied.

The first problem was to reduce to some common termms courses
of groat diversity. This diversity was manifested in at least five
ways; namely, (1) in the number of subjects; (2) in the length of the
course (number of hours in all); (3) in the choice ,pf subjects where
some wen° omitted; (4) in the comparative emphasis accorded one
subject or another; (5) in the delimitation of each subject as-conceived
in one school or another. Almost every conceivable -variety of co-
bination and proportion between these factors was found in survey-
ing all the reports; and the problem, was therefore to reduce to
equtd terms things that were themselVes diverse in k4, though
not, perhaps, so diverse in general educational outcome. To lave
done this to a finality would have necessitated reduction to a classi-
fication of "weak, "_ " fair," ."Stroag." or some such terms, which
would have seemed arbitrary. A dual ranking wits therefore given
each course with respect to (a) the total number of hours accorded',
(b) the comprehensiveness of the Whole course. The relative desir-
ability of the intensive and extensive plans is not here adjudged.
Probably in different localities such relative desirability varies;
and so the facts are given and left -to the reader's judgment. It.
Should be stated in addition, however, that before a course was
classified, as to its breadth (for instance), a careful study was made
of all details of the report; and the scope *given melt subject as
revealed by the textbooks, by additional statements made, or by
evidence of other kinds, was carefully measured. Similarly with
respect to the number of hours given, car was exercised against.
doubling hours in case of subjects combined' (as sight singing and
dictation), and in determining the total time as dependent upon the
length of the "hours," which in some few schools were 30-minute
periods,- whilein others not the number of school periods but instead..
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the number of full 60-minute hours was reported. Fortunately, the
reports were made in such detail that a reaskinahly exact classifica-
tion was possible.

The grading of courses in the table rests, then, upon the following
standards:

Time given to Me whole course.

it. 144 hours, approximately, as a minimum; equaling 72 w,s -ks, 2 boom (45 mulatto
or more) a week.

100 hours, approximately, as a mitlimum; Mine Standards.
Q. 73 hours, approximately, as a minimum;same standards.

. Number othrutultesamstituting the course.

I. I ncludes five or all six subjects
11'it lt careful consideration of textbooks, combina-2. Includes two to four subjects

tutus Of f4111ivuttl, rte3. Includos one subject only

A I. would therefore he th strongest possible course, rich in content
and adequate as-to time. Many of this group exceed cpnsiderably
the 144 hours minimum standard adopted for it.

A3 might be a !cry good course because of its thorough study
of one fundamental subject, such as elementary theory and sight
singing.

Cl, although high in the numerical ranking, would be unfortunate,
fur the greater the number of subjects the less favorable would prove
so short a time as is represented by C. Unless a certain amount of
earliq preparation in music is implied in case of the CI plan, indeed,
C3 might he. better; -but doubtless Cl does often imply such high
local standards, while C3 .may probably imply an average musical
knowledge so limited as to demand concentration on essential rudi-
mentary features in the limited time-at command.

It is readily seen that in general the element of time is more impor-
tant than that of breadth of the course; or, in other words, that
high letter ranking, in this tail', is supesior to a good number ranking.
Tanta 34. -Courses in name for grade leachers -Time given and number (If brandies

inch ded .

Courage. .

Course A given by
Course Ii given by
Course C given by

Slat,, noimal schools City training schoolswith with

Jects. Jects , Jets. Jects.

sub- G
2 to 4
sub- Jet. 20)-1 sub- Sort3 2toe

I

20 I 12 1 1 3t 13 10
3 ' 1 -Iv I

%

1 sub-
ject.

2
1K

Private normal schoolswith

I Kindergarten.

Sorb 2 t
sub- 1 sub-
jects. Oct.

4 el ..
12andaK21

A careful study of this table will lead to the conclusion that normal
schools do not yet todognize music for the grade teachers as fury
as the practice in public schools warrants. AdeRuate tithe is given
grudgingly, and the courses are frequently diffuse andoverams :
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for the meager time allotted. It must not he forgotten, tab, that a
considerable number of schools (20 per cent) reported that they pro-
videtkno instruction in music for the grade teacher. Conditions that
are not reported here, if taken into account, would put the matter
in a worse light rather than in a better. For instance, one excellent
normal school, far above the average, and with a,large number of
students, which reports a good course for grade teachers, yet schedules
this course altogether for its first and second years. High-school
students are admitted to the third or junior year without examinatioli.
For almost all subjects except music this plan would not prove
harmful, but high-school music is so little standardized that nothing
can. be predicated of a person's musical knowledge from the mere
fact that he is a high-school graduate. Consequently, to the distress
of the dean of the 'department of music in this particular normal
school, hundreds of students enter ignorant of music and are per-
mitted to graduate without studying any branch whatever of the
subject. Optional classes in ...music are features of many other
normal schools, and there is little agreement as to standards. The
tables herein given are therefore probably more favorable-7-not Tess
favorable--7than the facts warrant. When the ,reports from grade
schools are studied in relation to the reports from normal schools,
the conclusion is unavoidable,that music, like many other brancbes,
has entered the curriculum from below rather than from above,
wild will secure recognition in the higher institutions of learning
only when this popular demand has grown to such proportions that
it can no longer be igRored or resisted. -
(4B) Synopsis of course for training supervisors.

The tabulation of the reports for 4B,is made in two sections,
, as was just done With the rjpwts for 4A, and for the'same reasons.

The first table, then, merelylives the number of schools reporting
each subject.. City tisining schools, of course, make no such provi-
sion, and therefore disappear ferfkliese talks.

TAsta 3.1.-.-BnpiChes taught in the courses for training supervisors of music.

Oatra,,t.
State

normal
schools.

34
34
13
12
34
37
s 3
20
i 34

34
27,

30
33s

Private
normal
schnoLs.

Elementary, theory and sight Marring
firumony ;
Counterpoint end composit ion.

InstntraentatIon
History of music, iesthetics of music, and musical appreciation

,
Plano 4 1
Conducting
Methods
History of education, pedagogy, and psychology
Practice teaching. ...

t

'

.
,

:

7
8
3
4
I,
A

. 6
6

. 1' .4'
Privets lairooe.
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Reference to an earlier table showi that the total number of
State normal schools reporting courses for training supervisors was
34; of private normal schools, 9. One of. the latter group did not
repgrt in detail, in the preskt table, the nature of the courses offered.

The table is worthy of detailed study.. Attention is called to the
fact that, of the private normal schools reporting on. the present
question, 'the maximum number concur only in 1).c:tint of two sub-
jects, while the State normal schools all concur in point of four
subjects. The ch 'ice of subjects in this respect is -also interesting.

In the Bloomsburg (Pa.) State Normal School, French and Ger-
man, besides S of the 11 subjeole-liated in the table, are required.

Piano study is required 'in several schools that do not themselves
provide such instruction, These are counted, however, as including a.

piatrie in their courses.
One school, a Roman Catholic school for the training of choir-

masters and instructors inpanihial schools, provide;: a sirpng course
in organ playing: f

The next table, which .classifies the courses.as to strength in point
of time given and breadth of study, present's he same difficulties
that were met with in making the corresponding, table in connection
with courses for grade teachers. All that was said there as to these
difficulties and the manner 'of meeting then could-be repeated in
equally good application here, and may be needed as reference in
connection-with study of this table.

The terms of the present clas,ification'are as follows:

, Time given to the whole course,

A. 1,000 hours minimum, approximately
11. 800 hoiris, approximately, Jo 1,000 lettn4. 0

Gl 700 houts,approximabely1 or less.

Number of branches constituting the course.

I. Eight or more subjecti.
2. Five, six, or seven subjects.
3. One, two, three, or four subjects.

TABLE 36.Courees for training supervisors of ni.u.swTime. Olen aid number of
branches included.

State normal 7110013 with-

8 or move
511 bj reLa.

5 or 7
subjects.

1 to 4
subjects.

Prlyste 'mental settoolsinb
_t_

ear mow
subjecti.

tO 7
Subjects.

Courts A given by
course B riven by
iotivss C given by

14
8
4

I .1

I to 4
oubJects.



80 MUSIC fig THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The table shows, compared with the corresponding table for grade
tdachers, a right regard for greater breadth of training. The super.-
visor of music touches music from many sides, and this has not been
lost sight of in provisions made in many normal schools. The pro-
portion of schools classified as Al is highly gratifying; and some of the
courses of study reported in this group are so intelligently and consci-
entiously planned that one can think of nothing that could add to
their .value. The small number of schools offering such courses is
the one discouraging circumstance. Of 147 State and private nor-
mal sehools reporting (this number omits kindergarten and city train-
ing schools), only 43 offered courses for, supervisors. Of these a

-goodly proportion (18)' offer courses that must be ranked as A1, and
few of the remainder are below a sound matiorn of efficiency; but the
disquieting fact remains that the 147 sch'ools are reduced to so low
a number as 43, when the thining of supervisers is considered. The
attention given the subject in the public schools warrants better pro-.
vision than this on the part. of the normal schools.

(5) What degrees are conferred?

. Four State normal schools alone report that they confer degrees.
These are classified as follows: Ope, bachelor in music and pedagogy;
one, bachelor of pedagogy'; one, bachelor of arts, after bachelor of
pedagogy; one, bachelor of music.

In addition, three State normal schools make note of the fact that
they issup Two private normal schools also state .
that they issue special diplomas. - One private school issues a diploma
to organists.

(6) Are summer courses offered?

The following table summarizes the result of this inquiry:

TABLE 37.Summer courses.

. Number of State norm's' schools offering
Number bf priers normal lohools offering

?Supervi-
sors'

coerces
only.

Grade
teachers'
moles
only.

Is

Both.

3)
3

Reference is again madb to facts presented in earlier tables and dis-
cussions. The, figures just given must be considered in relation to at
least 147 State, county, and private normal schools that mighereason-
ably be expected to 'provide instruction in music for either grade
teachers, supervisors, or both, and in either regular or summer ses-
sions, or both. Of these, 91 were State or county normal schools that .
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offered courses for grade teachers, and the 38 schools of this class now
,tabulated as offering summer courses constitute 41.7 per cent of these
'91 schools. Again, 34 of the State normal schools (106 reporting)
offer courses for supervisors, and 21 of these, or nearly 62 per cent,
offer similar courses in the slimmer weeks. Similarly, 19 private nor-
rnd schools were found to offer regular courses for grade teachers; and
7 of these extend this offering in summer courses; 9 private ziorfnal
schools offer courses fqr supervisors, and 3 of these offer the same
courses in sununer terms.

The conclusion is that the normal schools that offer music at all,
though they are a small percentage of the whole, are increasing their
influence greatly by making, to such a liberal extent, provision for
suiwner courses. Indeed, until many schools make adequate pro:
vision for strong courses (luring the regular scholastic year, these
summer courses offered by the few must constitute one of the chief
resources for the ambitious teacher of music.

(7) Does the school provide night classes?

Only one4chool, namely, the Western Kentucky State Normal
School, Bowling Green, Ky., answered this. question affirmatively.
One othfr, the5tate Normal Se 1;0°1 at Chadron, Nebr., repliedi
"Would, if they 4re called for." So far as the training of supervisors

concerned, but little demand for night classes could be expected;
but for grade teachers it would seem that city school systems might
advanlageouty maintain sueh courses, or see that they were main-
tained, either ui the public night school system or in a local university
or normal school, if any such institution existed.

506)18°-4-6
So

1.
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1906.

No. 1 Education bill of 1900 for England and Wales as it passed the House of Commons Anna T. Smith.
tNo. '2 German views of American education, .with particular reference to industrial development.

William N Ilailmann.
No. 3. State school systems: Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to publk4ucation, Oct. I, 1904,

to Oct. I, 1900. Edward c. Elliott. IS eta_

1907.

tNo. I. The continuation school in the rnited States. Arthur J. Jones.
tNo. 2. Agrtultural education, including nature study and school gardens. James II. Jewell.
1No. 3. The auxiliary schools of Germany. Six lectures by It ]kennel.
tNo. 4. The elimination of pupils from school. Edward L. Thomdike.

1908.
9

tNo. 1. On the training of persons to teach agriculture In the public schools. Liberty H. Bailey.
*No. 2. List of publicaUons of the United States Bureau of Educatidn, 1587-1907. 10 cts.
No. 3. Bibliography of education for 1907, James Ingersoll W }er, Jr., and Martha L. Phelps., 10 eta.
tNo. 4. Music education In the United Staten; schools and departments of music. Arthur L. Manchester.
No. 5. Education in Formosa. Julean H. Arnold. 10 cts.
No. 8. The apprenticeship system in its relation to industrial ehfcation. Carroll D. Wright. 15 cts.
No. 7. State school systems: II. Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to public education, Oct. 1,

1905, to Oct. 1, 1908. Edward C. Elliott. 313 cts.

No. 8. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supported by
the State, 1907-8. Sets.

1909.

NO. I. Facilities for study and research in the offices of the United States Governinent in Washington.
Arthur T. Hadley. 10 cts. .

No. 2. Admission of Chinese students to American colleges. John Frygr. 25 clo.
No. 3. Daily meals of school children. Caroline I.. limit. 10 cis.
tNo. 4. The teaching staff of secondary schools In the United States; amount of education, length of expo-

rience, Ilaries. Edward I.. Thorndike.
No. ,5. Statistics of public, society, and school libraries in7908.

No. 0. Instruction in the fine and manual arts In the United States. A statistical monograph. Henry
T. Bailey. 15 cts.

No. 7. Index to the Reports of the Commissioner of Education, 1387-1907.
No. 8. A teacher's professional library. Classified list of 100 titles. 5 cts.
No. 9. Bibliography of education for 1903-9. 10 cts.
No. 10. Education for efficiency in railroad servIct. J. Shirley Eaton.

No. 11. Statistics of State universities and other institudons of higher education partially supported bY
the State, 1909-9. .5 eta.

1910.

No. 1. The movement for reform tn the teaching of religion in the public schools of Saxony! Arley 11.
Show. 5 cts. .

No. 2. State school systems: III. Legislation and judicial decisions relating to public eiucat Ism, Oct. 1,
1908, to Oct. 1, 1909. Edward C. Elliott.% . $

tNo. 3. LIstof publications of the liniteeld3tatat Bureau of Education, 1887-1910.
No. 4. The bfological stations of Europe. Charles A. Koiold. 50 cts.
tNo. 5. American schoolhouses. Fletcher 13. Dressler.
tNo. 6. Statistics of State univenitire and other institutions of higher education partially supportad by

the te, 1900-10.
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1911.
No. I. Bibliography of eclenoe teaching. 5 eta.
No. 2. Opportrmities for graduate study in agriculture In the United States. A. C. Monahan. 5 Ms.

*No. 3. Agencies for the improvement of teachers in service. William C. Ruediger. 15 Ms.

No. 4. Report of the commission appointed to study the system of education in the public schools of
Baltimore. 10 cis.

14o. 5. Age and grade census of schools and colleges. George D. Strayer. 10 cis.

Graduate work in mathematics in universities and in other institutions of like grade In the United
States. 5 cis.

tNo. 6 Undergraduate work in mathematics in colleges and universities.
}No. S. Examinations in mathematics, other than those set by the teacher for his own classes.
No. 9. Mathematics in the technological schools of collegiate grade in the United States

tNo. 10. Bibliography of education for 1903-.10.
tNo.. II. Bibliography of child study for the years 1905 -0. '
fNi12. Training of teachers of elementary and secondary mathematics. 4.
N 13. Mathematics in the elementary schools of the United States. IS cm
*Phi. 14. Provision for exceptional children in the public schools. J. II. Vas Sickle, Lightner Winner, 0.

and Leonard P. Ayres. 10 cis.
*No. IS. Educational system of China as recently reconstructed.. Harry E. King. 13 cis

No. 16. Mathematics in the public and private secondary schools of the United Status
WO. 17. List of publications of the United- States Bureau of Education, October, 1911.
!NO. 18. Teachers' certificates issued under general State laws tun' regulations. II arieuit-pdegnitI. 20 cts.
No. 19. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher educations partially supported by

the State, 1910-11.
1919.

No. 1. A course °reedy for the preparation of ruralechool teachers. Fred Wachter and W. J. Craig. 5 cts,
No.-2. Mathematics at West Point and Annapolis.

*No. 3. Report of committee,on uniform records and reports. 5 cis.
No. 4. Mathematics in technical secondary schools In the United States. 5 cis.

No. 5. A study of expenses of pity school systems. HarlanUpdegmff. 10 cu.

No. 6. Agricultural education in secondary schools. 10 ets.

No. 7. Educational status of nursing. M. Adelaide Nutting, 10 cis.
*No. R. Peace day. Fannie Fern Andrews. 5 cis. f later publication, 1913, No. 12.]

No. 9. figuntry schools for city boys. William S. Myers. 10 cis.

- f No. 10. Bibliography of education in agriculture and Mime economics.
Plc.. 11. Current educational topics, No. I.
tNo. 17. Dutch schools of New Netherland and colonial New York. William II. Kilpatrick.
No. 13. Influences tending to improve the work of the teacher of mathematics. 5 cts.
No. 14. Report of the American commissioners of the international commission on the teaching of Mathe-

matics. 10 ets.

Wu. 15. Carlent educational topics, No. II.
tNo. 16. The reorganized school playground,. Henry 8. Curtis.
No. 17. The Montessori system of education. Anna T. Smith. 5 eta.
No. I& Teaching language through agriculture and domestic science. M. A. Lelper. 5 cta.

No. 14. Pfafesalonal distribution of college and university graduates. Bailey B. Barrio 10 eta.

tNo. 20. Readjustment of a rural high school to the needs of the community. H. A. Brown. tl
tNo. 21. Urban and rural common-school statistics. Harlan Updegraf and William R. Hood.
No. 21 Public and private high schools.
No. 23. Special collections In libraries In the United States. W. Dawson Johnston and Isadore G. Mudge.
No. 24. Current educational topics, No. RI.

.TIN°. 25. Let of publications of the United State' llureau of Education, 1912.
No. 26. Bibliography of child study for the years 1910-1911.
No. 27. Watery of publicechool education in Arkansas. Stephen B. Weeks.

No. 2R Cultivating school grounds in Wake County, N. C'. Zebulon Judd. 5 eta.
No. N. Bibliography of the teaching of mathematics, I9(05 -1912. David Eugene Smith andCharles

Golelsiher.
No. al Latin-American universities and special welds. Edgar E. Bnuidon.
No. 31. Educational directory, 1913.
No. SI Bibliography of exceptional children and their education. Arthur MacDonald.

Wee. M. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially suptorted by 4

thEitate, 1911_
1913.

No. 1. Monthly reed of current educational publications, JanLy..1913.
4190. UTraineg sa for rthalteetben. A. C. Monahan anti it. n. Wright. 5 cis
No. A The teaching of modern languages in the United States. 'Charles II. Headache. 15 eta.
'lo. 4. Present standards of higher education in the United States. George E. MacLean. 20 of,. 4,

tNo. 0. Monthly record of current educational publications. February,913..
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*lio. 6. Agricultural instruction In high schools, C. H. Robison and F. B. Jenki. 10 eta.
itio. 7. College entrance requirements. Clarence D. Kingsley.
No. 8. The status of rural education in the United States. A. C. Monahan. 15 cts.

}No. 9. Consular reports on continuation schools in Prussia.
}No. 10. Monthly record of current edua#ial publications, March, 1913.
INo. 11. Monthly record of current educational publications, April, 1913.
Se, 12. The'pronsot Ion of peace. Fannie Ferrr.indrews. 10 els.
'So. 13. Standards and tests for measuring theseMciency of schools or systems of schools. Report of the

committee of the National Council of Education. George D. Strayer, chairman. 5 els.
No. 14 Agricultural instruction in secondary schools.

1No. 15. Monthly record of current educational publications, May, 1913.
No. 16 11P liography of medical inspection and health supervision. IS eta.
No. 17. A trade school for girls. A preliminary investigation in a typical manufacturtng city, Worester,

Mass. 10 ets.

No. Is. The fifteenth international congress on hygiene and demography. Fletcher It. Dressler. 10 eta.
No. IS. Gernian industrial education and its lesson for the United States. Holmes Beckwith. 15 eta.
No. 20. Illiteracy in the United States. 10 els.

tNo. 21. Monthly record of current educational publications, June, 1913.
.*No. 22. 1111 liography of industrial, yore' tonal,,,aud trade education. 10 ets.
No. 23. The Georgia club at the State Normal School, Athens, Ga., for t he study of rural sociology. I:. C.

Branson. 10 cts.
No. it. A tamper* of public education in Germany and in the Coiled States. Georg Kerschensteiner.

5 cts.
No. 25. industrial education in Columbus, Ga. Boland lt.yanlel. 5 cts.
}No. 26. Good roads arbor day. Susan It. Sipe.

ahr. Babcock. 1 0s.eta.

tNo. 27. Prison schools. A. C. Hill.
No. 24.- Expressions on education by American statesmen and publicists. & eta.
No. 29. Accredited secondary schools In the United States. Rendri

No. 30. Education in the South. 10 cis.
No. 31. Special features in city school systems. 10 cts.

rNo. 32. Educational survey of Montgomery County, Md.
1No. 33. Monthly record of clirrent educational publicallons, Seopternber, 1913.
No. 34. Pension systems in Gnat Britain. Raymond W. Skis. 19 cts.
No. 35. A list of hooks suited to a high-school library. 15 eta.

No. 36. Report on the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Alaska, 1911-12. 10 cts.
No.37. Monthly record of current educational publications, October, 1913.
No. 38. Economy of time in education. ID eta.

No. 39. Elementary Industrial school of Cleveland, Ohio. W. N. Hallman.
No. 40. The reorganized school playground. Henry S. Curtis. 10 eta.
No. 41. The reorganization of secondary education.
No. 42. An experimental rural school at inthrop College. H. S. Blown.

No. 43. Agriculture and rural -life day ; mItorial for Its observance. Eugene C. Brooks. 10eta.
No. 44. Organized health work in schools. E. B. Boas. 10 eta.
No. 45. Monthly ?mord of current educational publications, November, 1913.

No. 46. Educational directory, 1913. 15 eta.
'No. 47. Teaching material In Government publications. F. K. Noyes. 10 eta.
No. 48. School hygiene. W. Carson Ryan, Jr. 15 cis.
No. 49. The Farragut School, a Tennessee country-life high school. A. C. Monahan and Adams Philltpa.
No. 50. The Fitchburg plan of cooperative industrial education. M. R. If

No. 51. Edtdation of the Immigrant. 10 eta.

'No. 62. Sanitary schoolhouses. Legal requirements In Indiana and Ohio.
No. 53. Monthly record of current educational publications, December, 1913.
No. 54. Consular rbports on industrial ethication in Germany.
No. A. Legislation and Judicial decisions relating to education, Oetobor 1,1909, to October 1,1912. James

C. Boykin and William R. Hood.
1No. 56. Some suggestive features of the Swiss school system. William Knox Tate.
No. 57. Elem;ntary education in England, with special reference to London, Liverpool, and Manchester.

I. L. Kandel.
No. 56. Educational system of rural Denmark...Harold W. Foght.
No. 69. Bibliography of education for 1910-11.
No. 60. Statistics of State universities and other institutions of higher education partially supportedby

the State, 1919-19.

1914.

?No. 1. Monthly record of current eduoatienal publications, January, 1914. 6 Ms.
No. Compulsory school attendance. .9.

No. IL Monthly record of current educational publications, February, 1014.
No.4. The bobcat mad the start to Ilia. Meyer Bloomfield.
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No. 6. The folk high schools of Denmark. L. L. Friend.
No. 6. Kindergartens in the United States.
No. 7. Monthly reconl of current educational publications, March, 1914.
No. S. The Massachusetts home-project plan of vocational agricultural education. 11-7W. Stimson.'
No. 9. Monthly record of current educational publications, April, 1914.

*No. 10. Physical growth and school progress. 11. T. Baldwin. 2S.cts.
No. 11. Monthly record of current educational publications, May 1914.
No. 12. Rural schoolhouses and grounds. F. B. Dressler.
No, 13. Present status of drawing and art in the elementary and secondary schools of the United States.

Royal II. Farnum.
No. 14. Vocational guidance.
No. 15. Monthly record of current educational publications. Index.
No. 18. The tangible rewards of toaohing. James C. Boykin and Roberta 'King.
No. 17. Sanitary survey of the schools of Orange County, Va. Roy K. Flanagan.
No. 18, The public school system of Gary, Ind. William P. Burris.
No. 19. University extension in the United States. Louis F. Reber.
No. 20. The rural school and hookworm disease. J. A. Ferrell.
No. 21. Monthly record of current educutioruil publications, September, 1914.
No. 22. The Danish folk high schools. II. W. Foght.
No. 23, Sortie trade schools in Europe. Frank L. Glynn.
No. 24. Danish elementary rural schools. II. W Foght.
No. 25. Important features in rural school improvement. W. T. Hodges.
No. 26. Wonthly record bf current educational pnblicationq, October, 1914.
No. 27. Agricultural teaching.
No. 28. The Montessori m o d the kindergarten. Elizabeth Ilarrison.
No. 29. The kindergarten In nevolent institutions.
No. 30. Consolidation of rural schools and transportation of pupils at public °sponse. C. Monahan.
No. 31. Report on the work of the Bureau of Education for the natives of Alaska.
No. 32. Bibliography of the relation pt secondary schools to higher education. R. I.. Walkley.
No.33. Music in' the public schoort. Will Earhart.
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